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BLADES FLAME AND CRIMSON:                          

INTRODUCTION 

 

 
 
 

The Wheel of Fortune turns the world.  It never 

ceases spinning.  The Wheel lifts some to the 

heights of glory and throws others into the 

muck of despair.  Will you be a slave to the 

Wheel or will you fight for your own destiny? 

 

This a game of Sword & Sorcery.   

 

A game of ruthless swordsmen, braving terrible 

odds and fearsome monsters for the lure of daz-

zling gems or more dazzling girls.  A game where 

roguish devils prowl the streets of decadent cit-

ies looking for the Big Score and find monsters 

in the sewers.  A game where masters of the  

 

Dark Arts bargain, command, and risk their 

souls with things from the Netherworld for 

power and forbidden knowledge.  A game 

wherein tiny humans, recognizing their insig-

nificance in a vast, cold cosmos, nevertheless 

fight for their freedom and their sanity. 

 

  

This is SWORDS OF FORTUNE. 
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Sword & Sorcery 

As a Literary Genre 

Sword & Sorcery is a branch of fantasy literature 

that originated in the American pulp magazines 

of the 20’s and 30’s.  It is a fusion of Heroic Ad-

venture tales with Weird Fantasy of the sort 

epitomized by H. P. Lovecraft.  Sword & Sorcery, 

or “S&S”, stories are characterized by fast-paced, 

violent action occurring in an existentialist set-

ting tinged with horror.  The violence tends to 

act as a counter-point to considerations of 

meaning and purpose, or lack thereof, in the 

cosmos.  In what is surely the most frequently-

quoted passage in the S&S corpus, Conan the 

Cimmerian says,  

 
I have known many gods. He who denies them 
is as blind as he who trusts them too deeply….  I 
know not, nor do I care. Let me live deep while I 
live; let me know the rich juices of red meat and 
stinging wine on my palate, the hot embrace of 
white arms, the mad exultation of battle when 
the blue blades flame and crimson, and I am 
content. Let teachers and priests and philoso-
phers brood over questions of reality and illu-
sion. I know this: if life is illusion, then I am no 
less an illusion, and being thus, the illusion is 
real to me. I live, I burn with life, I love, I slay, 
and am content." (Queen of the Black Coast) 
 

S&S characters exist in uneasy relationships to 

their societies.  They are frequently outsiders, 

foreigners, or outlaws.  This allows them to 

comment upon human society either explicitly 

or through their actions. 

 

The setting of such stories is usually our Earth in 

a forgotten period of the past or some alternate 

version of the same.  Notable examples include 

Robert Howard’s’ Hyborian Age of the Earth, 

Clark Ashton Smith’s Poseidonis,  Moorcock’s 

pseudo-Cornwall in the Corum stories, Wagner’s 

Antediluvian Earth, and any number of versions 

of Atlantis.  S&S can also take place in more 

well-known periods (such as Jirel of Joiry’s 

pseudo-medieval setting) or the far-future 

(Smith’s Zothique or Harrison’s Viriconium). 

As a Gaming Genre 

Fantasy role-playing was drawn from three crea-

tive fonts: Sword & Sorcery literature, Epic Fan-

tasy literature (notably the work of J. R. R. 

Tolkien), and war-gaming.  All three were fused 

to create something new: fantasy role-playing.   

 

In its early days, fantasy role-playing stressed 

the various sources to varying degrees, but as 

time went by, fantasy role-playing became a 

genre unto-itself and the S&S component in par-

ticular was marginalized.  The fantasy role-

playing genre has come to include: 

 

• Groups of professional adventurers; 

• A personal narrative of the simple farm boy/ 

villager/whatever who steadily progresses in 

his chosen field (“Adventurer”), becoming 

more and more competent and powerful 

(“leveling up”); 

• Some kind of magical economy, in which 

potions of healing seem to be mass-produc-

ed and priests will sell their ability to raise 

the dead at set market-prices; 

• The accumulation and maintenance of 

wealth; 

  

• The accumulation of magical items as one of, 

if not the, principle means of improving 

character effectiveness as well as a reward 
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for involvement in the story.  Less powerful 

magical items are regularly traded in for, for 

newer, shinier ones; 

• Common and mundane non-humans spe-

cies, either as allies or as well-known an-

tagonists. 

• A theistic, moral cosmos which provides a 

clear notion of Good and Evil and whose dei-

ties are intimately concerned with mortal af-

fairs. 

• Saving the world.  Multiple times, perhaps. 

 

Let us say at the outset that there is nothing 

wrong with the fantasy role-playing genre as it 

has evolved.  But it has, at this point, very little 

to do with the genre of Sword & Sorcery.  S&S, as 

a genre, includes the following: 

 

• Protagonists who usually operate singly or 

with a partner; 

• A personal narrative in which the character 

is quite effective in his first outing and stays 

essentially unchanged throughout the course 

of his adventures; 

• Magic is rare, eerie, and frequently misun-

derstood.  Enchanted objects cannot be 

mass-produced or sold in any sort of mar-

ket; 

• Characters are frequently motivated by the 

lure of wealth, but never accumulate it; 

• Magical items, if they are encountered, are 

generally avoided for their unpleasant 

catches.  If a character possesses a magic 

item, it is singular, with a distinctive history, 

and has both benefits and drawbacks. 

• Playing in and helping to tell the story is the 

principle reward for participating. 

• Humans, in some form or another, are the 

principle sentient species.  Non-humans are 

rare, frequently dying out, frequently feared 

and shunned.  Monsters are distinctive, 

shadowy, and inspire horror. 

• A humanistic, amoral or actively horrific 

cosmos.  Deities may not be real; if they are, 

they have concerns far above the lives and 

cares of mortals, who are seen as beloved 

pets at best.  Thus “humanity”, in some 

form, is all that is left to mortals. 

• The characters seldom save anything.  They 

are at least as likely to destroy the world, try 

and conquer the world, or to say the hell 

with the world. 

 

Sword & Sorcery stories concern savage barbari-

ans who wander into civilized lands and trample 

thrones; decadent pre-humans searching for 

meaning in a cold cosmos; and amoral rogues in 

a corrupt metropolis caught in the endless pur-

suit of wealth, which forever vanishes from their 

grasp. 

 

Right: those stories. 

 

None of the above discussion is intended 

straight-jacket players or tell them that their 

game is wrong.  Rather, the discussion is pro-

posed as a set of guide-lines to help direct play-

ers towards telling Swords & Sorcery stories. 

 

  

Real S&S stories do not necessarily include all of 

the elements above.  And neither need an S&S 

game.  Indeed, some mileage might be gotten 
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out of purposely twisting or subverting a Sword 

& Sorcery trope and seeing what happens. 

Related Genres 

There are a number of genres that shade into 

S&S and which make fine vehicles for telling S&S 

tales. 

 

Cloak & Sword (aka Swashbucklers) 

This genre is the basis of the Heroic Adventure 

strand of Sword & Sorcery.  The most famous 

practitioner of the art was Alexandre Dumas in 

such works as The Three Musketeers and The 

Count of Monte Cristo.  Political skullduggery 

and flashing blades are the order of the day.  

Cloak & Sword tends to be a little more upbeat 

than S&S and less concerned with existential 

questions.  However, the recent Captain Ala-

triste novels show that the genre is not adverse 

to such considerations. 

 

Almost anything appropriate to Cloak & Sword is 

fair game for S&S.  The Count of Monte Cristo’s 

tale of revenge is a good example. 

 

Sword & Planet (aka Planetary Romance) 

Another pulp genre, Sword & Planet achieved 

notable success roughly two decades before S&S 

through the work of Edgar Rice Burroughs.  

Sword & Planet stories share many of the same 

elements as S&S, except that the setting is (no 

surprise) another planet and they use “science”, 

in its most magical presentation instead of ac-

tual magic.  The hero is often a contemporary 

earthman who is transported to a world that 

mixes Bronze Age culture with elements of 

amazingly sophisticated science, such as flying 

machines, powerful blaster guns, and psychic 

powers. 

 

Sword & Planet is the middle-step between 

Cloak and Sword and Sword & Sorcery.  Like the 

earlier genre, it shades more optimistic, without 

the existential quandaries of S&S.  However, the 

protagonist is an outsider who finds himself 

aghast at some of the social norms of his new 

world and works to change them. 

 

A Sword & Planet setting makes for a fine S&S 

setting.  Additionally, bits of science fantasy 

have made their way into S&S proper: Clark 

Ashton Smith’s Poseidonis cycle includes a jour-

ney to another planet and Wagner’s Kane stories 

have some very effective use of aliens and alien 

technology. 

 

Burrough’s The Gods of Mars, for example, con-

tains an evil cult, horrifying monsters, and a 

great deal of action. 

 

Hard-Boiled Fiction 

The Hard-Boiled school of fiction was yet an-

other pulp-style that emerged in the 1920’s.  The 

key elements that S&S took from Hard-Boiled 

Fiction are the character of the protagonist and 

the existential setting.  Both the Hard-Boiled 

and the S&S protagonist tend to operate at odds 

with their cultures, rejecting society’s ethics 

while adhering to their own, sometimes very 

idiosyncratic, code.  They are violent men who 

find themselves in violent, unpleasant situations. 
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Much of Hard-boiled Fiction can be adapted to 

S&S; it is easy to imagine an S&S take on The 

Maltese Falcon. 

What is a “Hero”? 

In this game, the player’s character is called a 

Hero.  This term is used in its original, Hellenic 

sense: someone extraordinary who accomplishes 

extraordinary things.  There is no moral or ethi-

cal implication in this use of hero: a hero can be 

nasty, selfish, and evil.   

 

In the literature, S&S Heroes tend to place their 

personal concerns and motives above any sort of 

social or ethical concerns.  Even heroes who rec-

ognize ethical considerations find that their own 

agendas take precedence.  In some uses then, an 

S&S hero can be considered an “anti-hero”.  That 

said, SWORDS OF FORTUNE is not a game about 

villains.   It’s about giants astride the earth. 

Introducing the            
Fundamental Mechanical 
Concepts 
 

There are three, fundamental and intercon-

nected mechanical concepts used in SWORDS OF 

FORTUNE: Conflict, Modifiers, and Grief.  The 

entire system is an elaboration and implementa-

tion of these ideas. 

Conflict 

The basic concept used in SWORDS OF FORTUNE is 

that of the Conflict.  A Conflict occurs whenever 

some actor attempts to do something at which 

he might fail.  Or, to put it another way, when-

ever reality resists an actor’s intentions.  This is 

implemented by that old, RPG stand-by: rolling 

dice.  SWORDS OF FORTUNE uses two six-sided 

dice (2d6) as the method to simulate random-

ness, the will of the gods, or whatever it is that 

causes an actor to sometimes succeed and some-

times fail.  Rolling high is good; rolling low is 

bad (see The Conflict Roll, p.9). 

 

A Conflict occurs in one of the three Spheres: 

Physical, Mental, or Social. For reference pur-

poses, every Conflict has two actors: a protago-

nist and an antagonist, although these may be 

individuals, armies, or abstract ideas.  This does 

not mean that only two actors may participate in 

a Conflict (see Multiple Actors, p.18).  In the 

broad sense mentioned above, reality is always 

the antagonist, variously manifested.  But don’t 

be confused by that; the examples below will 

clarify. 

 

The prototypical Conflict in most games is com-

bat.  Those are indeed Conflicts, but there are 

many more types of Conflicts.  A few examples: 

 

• A cutpurse attempting to remove a drunken 

lord’s wallet without being noticed. 

• A courtier at the king’s court attempting to 

belittle a rival in public by delicate witti-

cisms. 

• A horse-breaker attempting to tame a wild 

stallion. 

• An artist attempting to produce a master-

work. 

  

• A scholar attempting to decipher an un-

known language. 
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• One army attempting to force a second army 

to surrender. 

• A person wrestling with their own worst im-

pulses. 

 

Every actor in a Conflict has a Goal, or victory 

condition.  If that actor wins the Conflict, his 

Goal has been accomplished.  If it is a sword-

fight, the Goal might be to disarm and render 

the opponent defenseless.  Or it might just be to 

kill him.  The artist mentioned above has the 

Goal of producing a masterwork. 

 
But who is this artist’s antagonist?  The master-

work is his antagonist and its Goal is to avoid 

being created. Yes, that’s not a misprint.  So if 

the masterwork wins the Conflict, the artist is 

left with a blank canvas or perhaps a load of 

rubbish.  This abstraction might be a bit odd 

compared to the usual run of RPG opponents, 

but it is a basic, building block of SWORDS OF 

FORTUNE. To repeat the confusing statement 

from earlier: reality is always the antagonist in 

the ultimate sense and the burden of action is 

always upon the protagonist. 

Modifiers 

Modifiers are what separate the strong from the 

weak and the exceptional from the merely com-

petent.  They modify the result of the dice, either 

up or down and thus are represented as a +/- 

number. 

 

Modifiers include Attributes, Backgrounds, 

Gifts, Potencys, and situational modifiers. 

Grief 

SWORDS OF FORTUNE uses the mechanic of Grief 

to determine the outcome of Conflicts.  Grief 

makes it harder for an actor to continue a Con-

flict.  Instead of “doing damage”, actors in 

SWORDS OF FORTUNE deliver Grief to each other.  

Mechanically, Grief is a penalty or negative 

modifier. 

 

As a Conflict is mechanically enacted by rolling 

dice, so each point of Grief acts as a negative 

modifier to that dice roll.  If an actor has re-

ceived 1 point of Grief and then rolls the dice, the 

dice result is reduced by 1.  6 Grief reduce the 

roll by 6.  Since SWORDS OF FORTUNE uses a 2d6, 

6 Grief is generally quite severe (depending 

upon the actor’s Modifiers). 

 

Just as the Conflict is an abstract idea that must 

be fleshed out in the action, so Grief is an ab-

stract measure of reduced performance which 

must be interpreted according to the nature of 

the Conflict and the actors’ Goals (see Interpret-

ing Grief, p.12) 

 

 

 
 

 

  

Those are the basic ideas of SWORDS OF FOR-

TUNE; the rest of the system is just amplification 

and implementation of them. 
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A HERO IS BORN:                                      

CHARACTER CREATION 

 

 
 
 

Characters in SWORDS OF FORTUNE are composed 

of Culture (origin), Attributes (general abilities), 

Backgrounds (the various experiences of the 

character), Misfortunes (the ways in which the 

cosmos tends to hurt the character) and, option-

ally, Gifts (supernatural and other mysterious 

abilities). 

Cultures function as +/- 2 modifiers in appro-

priate situations (cultural knowledge).  Each 

Culture should have 3 - 5 characteristics that 

would describe the appropriate situations.  

These characteristics do not include combat or 

magical abilities.  Additionally, non-human cul-

tures may require the character to buy a particu-

lar Gift.  It is worth bearing in mind that Sword 

& Sorcery characters are frequently at odds with 

their Culture and their rebellions against it help 

define them. 

1. Choose a Culture 

The inhabitants of Sword & Sorcery worlds are 

primarily defined by their tribal, ethnic, or re-

gional origins. All of these are considered a 

character’s Culture.  All SWORDS OF FORTUNE 

Heroes choose one Culture for their character.   

 

 

Culture is not the same as “Race” or “Species”, 

(except in the comparatively rare examples of 

inhuman characters with unusual abilities).  The 

overwhelming majority of S&S characters are 

human beings or of a species so close to human 
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as to be merely cosmetically different.  This 

means that a hero who is born to one Culture, 

but raised in another has to choose to which Cul-

ture he belongs; there are no “half-Cultures”. 

 

Cultures are, of course, specific to the setting of 

the particular game.  The players will have to 

decide whether to make Heroes who fit a setting 

or a setting which fits the Heroes.  The literature 

in general tends towards decadent empires, sav-

age barbarian clans, militaristic semi-feudal 

dukedoms, and the like.    Some example Cul-

tures are: 

 

Misty Isle 

A place of fey beauty and mystery, the Misty Isle, 

is a grey jewel floating in the oceans far beyond 

the warm Ashara Sea and the ken of civilized 

men.  The Isle is sparsely populated by the tribes 

of blue-painted, chariot-bourne warriors who 

follow savage codes of Honour.  Despite their 

ferocity, they are well-known as artisans of 

bronze and producers of fine woolen products.   

 

Although warriors dominate the culture,  even 

the mightiest Chieftain pays heed to the mysti-

cal, gymnosophical doctrines of their sorcerer-

priests, the Druids.  Druidical teaching include 

the transmigration of the soul through various 

living forms, the contacting and pacting with 

nature spirits, and barbaric elaborations upon 

human sacrifice. 

 

The River Lands 

 

The Red and Black Empire 

Far to the south, the River Empire stands astride 

the mighty Dark River, the jugular of the conti-

nent.  The Empire stretches from the dense jun-

gle from which the Dark River emerges to the 

blistering sands of the Bright Desert and into the 

Ashara Sea.  The inhabitants of the Empire claim 

to be the eldest civilization in the world and, in-

deed, the inventors of civilization itself.  This 

claim is disputed by many scholars, who claim 

that the Riverine culture merely squats atop the 

ruins of a non-human, Elder World society. 

 

Nomads of the Shifting Steppes 

 

The Red Marches 

 

The Desert Princedoms 

 

Birdmen of Zo’ar 

The Birdmen are the dwindling, dying remnants 

of a pre-human race that once spanned the con-

tinent.  They have declined since the Dawn of 

Man, though whether that decline results from 

or is the cause of the rise of humanity is a oft-

debated question.  The immediate cause of the 

decline is evidenced in the name: there are no 

females of the species.  All remaining members 

of the race are male and, thus, this generation is 

the last of its kind.  This has given the Birdmen a 

fatalistic philosophy as they realize that they are 

walking (or flying) fossils. 

 

  

It is unknown how many Birdmen still exist, al-

though a guess in the hundreds would seem ap-

propriate.  Most of them haunt the Mountains of 

Zo’ar to the east, but some few of them wander 

into neighbouring human realms to serve as 
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mercenaries, having nothing better to do with 

their existence than spread death to others.  For 

this reason, they are often referred to as “Angels 

of Death” by men. 

 

Physically, the Birdmen appear very humanlike, 

although of a strangely elongated shape with 

conical skulls.  They lack any kind of body hair 

and have deep, bronze skin tones with golden 

eyes.  They also, of course, possess the mighty, 

golden-feathered wings which distinguish them. 

 

Birdmen of Zo’ar must buy the Gift of Wings. 

 

Sarkoon Horde 

The Sarkoon are a mighty race of barbarians 

from an extra-terrene sphere.  They are fear-

some beings resembling men, but standing some 

eight feet tall on average with scarlet-coloured 

skin.  The Sarkoon disdain clothing or armour 

other than bejeweled, metal harnesses for their 

weapons, of which they likely carry many at any 

time.  The Sarkoon also refuse to use mounts, 

although this may result from their great size.  In 

any case, the Horde fight naked and on foot, ut-

tering the unnerving shrieks that pass as war-

cries among them. 

 

As far as sages can discern, there is no Sarkoon 

culture other than warfare.  They do not distin-

guish proper roles for men and women, as civi-

lized races do, so that both genders fight upon 

equal footing.  This state may be caused by the 

astonishing, external similarities between the 

genders; few humans are able to properly distin-

guish Sarkoon females from males.  They have 

only the most rudimentary political organiza-

tion, based on the war-band, which follows the 

most accomplished Warlord until he or she is 

killed in combat by a challenger.  They have no 

arts other than warfare.  How exactly they pro-

cure food or weapons upon their home sphere 

remains a mystery. 

 

The single-mindedness makes the Sarkoon ap-

pealing to certain wizards, who have been known 

to summon bands of Sarkoon to the earth and let 

them loose to wreak destruction upon their 

enemies.  

 

Sarkoon must buy the Gift of Steely Thews. 

 

Example: 
Bob, Fritz, and Clark want to start a new game.  
Bob is the GM and Fritz and Clark are the play-
ers.  Fritz likes completely imaginary settings, 
but both Bob and Clark fancy an Ancient Earth 
idea and Fritz accedes.  Tossing ideas about, 
they agree that the setting will be the forgotten 
civilizations of the Pleistocene Epoch, approxi-
mately 30,000 years ago.  They can throw in 
some analogs to more modern cultures, like Vi-
kings and Romans, and European Feudalisms 
howsoever it strikes their fancy.  Bob suggests 
the example Cultures above as ideas for the 
players to use as inspiration, but that’s as far as 
“world-building” goes.   
 

  

Fritz and Clark will now create their Heroes 
and help fill in the imaginary map of this lost 
Earth.  Fritz has two ideas in mind: a lost 
member of some American Indian-like tribe and 
a Viking-like pirate.  Thinking a little more, he 
decides that his Hero is from the proto-
Americas, but was somehow captured and 
raised by the Viking pirates.  Making a tough 
choice, he decides that the Hero’s Culture will be 
the piratical one.  He decides to call them “the 
Var”: semi-civilized clans from the Dagger Isles 
of the North, who live off of their depredations 
from the commercial traffic of the more-
civilized lands to the south.  He comes up with a 
few characteristics of the Var: Raised at Sea, 
Professional Pirates, Adapted to the Cold, Illit-
erate, and—on the spur of the moment—Hate all 
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Gods.  That will do for now.  More characteris-
tics can be created during play. 

2. Choose Attributes 

Attributes are broad categories of capabilities 

which all people possess to some greater or 

lesser degree.  In this they are distinguished 

from Backgrounds which represent more spe-

cialized skills that only some people possess (see 

Backgrounds below) 
 

There are six Attributes, which are distinguished 

by their Sphere of Action (Physical, Mental, or 

Social) and their Use (Active or Reactive). 

 

Attributes Active Use Reactive Use 

Physical Sword Shield 

Mental Tome Tower 

Sphere 
of    

Action 
Social Crown Cloak 

 
A normal human has a 0 in all Attributes.  At-

tributes range from -5 to +5 in humans.   

 

Heroes start with the average 0 in all Attributes, 

but then get to add to them.  By default, charac-

ters have 10 points to distribute among the 6 

Attributes.  Attributes can also be reduced below 

0 to add additional points.  Finally, points can be 

saved to purchase Gifts (see below). 

 

Attributes function as modifiers in Conflict Rolls 

(see Mechanics, p.7 for more discussion of how 

Attributes work mechanically).  They are usually 

paired with an appropriate Background.  For 

example, whacking someone with a sword would 

use Sword + Soldier (or other appropriate Back-

ground).  Occasionally, a Conflict will represent 

a pure test of the Attributes without any Back-

ground.  Lifting a heavy object, for example, is 

pure Conflict of Sword, while resisting the effects 

of poison is a pure test of Shield.  In these cases, 

the Attribute is the only modifier to the roll. 

 

Players are encouraged to add a descriptor to 

their Attributes, particularly those above-

average.  One Hero may have an Sword of 3 be-

cause he is a mass of muscle and sinew, while 

another might have the same Sword rating be-

cause he is swift and precise in his movements.  

Attribute description help characterize a Hero 

and provide some guidance in how to narrate 

Conflict Roll results (see Interpreting Grief, p. 

28). 

 

Example: 
Fritz envisions his Hero as a swashbuckling 
freebooter.  Looking over the Attributes, he de-
cides that Sword is important, not just for the 
obvious swordplay, but for acrobatics, climbing 
walls, and the like.  Shield would make him 
swift with dodging and parrying.  Neither of 
the Mental Attributes seems too important: a 
little Tome might be good for perception uses, 
but he might be a little sub-par in Tower be-
cause the character is an impulsive sort of 
rogue.  A bit of Crown would turn up the charm, 
but lesser Cloak means that he’s apt to talked 
into things (probably by a pretty girl). 
 
Taking all that into consideration, the Hero’s 
Attributes end up as follows: 
 

  

Sword 4 
(Athletic) 

Shield 2 
(Jumps from danger) 

Tome 1 
 

Tower -1 
(Impulsive) 

Crown 3 
(Charming rogue) 

 
Cloak -1 

(Sucker for a pretty 
face) 
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3. Choose Backgrounds 

 

Backgrounds represent the Hero’s past experi-

ences.  They function as bundles of skills.  Back-

grounds, like Attributes, are modifiers to Con-

flict Rolls.  Most of the time, Backgrounds are 

added to an appropriate Attribute.  For example, 

mixing a deadly poison would involve Tome + 

Assassin, while surviving the effects of a terrible 

storm would involve Shield + Hunter. 

 

By default, characters begin with 4 Backgrounds 

at 0 (average).  Distribute 5 points among them.  

Backgrounds, unlike Attributes, can not be re-

duced below 0.  Barring a deliberate decision 

otherwise on the part of the group to allow su-

per-specialists, no Background should begin 

above a 3 (most S&S characters are generalists 

who know a bit of a lot of things).  

 

A Background of 0 represents basic training or 

slight experience in the field.  A Background of 5 

represents long experience and mastery. 

 

Some Conflicts can be attempted without an ap-

propriate Background.  Anyone can swing a 

sword, whether or not they have any warrior-

Backgrounds.  In this case the Background is 

functionally 0 and the character simply rolls 

with his Sword (once, not doubled).  However, 

more specialized abilities require possession of 

the appropriate Background.  Some examples of 

the latter include casting a horoscope, building a 

siege engine, and reading a grimoire written in 

an eldritch language. 

 

By default, characters begin with any equipment 

appropriate to their Backgrounds, including 

clothes, weapons, and the little things that peo-

ple tend to carry.  Thus, a character with the 

Soldier background can have personal weapons 

and armour of choice.  A character with Gladia-

tor might have even more weapons, but won’t 

have heavy armour.  A Hunter will have a bow 

and a knife, maybe light armour, ropes, and 

whatnot.  Equipment is not particularly impor-

tant in S&S.  A character is defined by what he 

does, not what he carries. 

 

Players are free to invent new Backgrounds, sub-

ject to GM approval.  Some appropriate Back-

grounds for most Sword & Sorcery settings are:  

 

Alchemist Gladiator Priest 

Assassin Hunter Scholar 

Astromancer Magician Shaman 

Beggar Mercenary Slave 

Bounty Hunter Merchant Soldier 

Corsair Monk Spy 

Craftsman Mystic Sorcerer 

Druid Noble Thief 

Entertainer Outlaw Witch 

Farmer Pilot Wizard 

 

  

When inventing Backgrounds, some care should 

be taken to keep them relatively well-defined.   

For example, “Scholarly Warrior” is problematic 

because it’s a bit difficult to determine what 

doesn’t lie within the realm of this Back-

ground. 
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Example: 
The Hero now needs some Backgrounds. 
 
Since his principle conception is as a freebooter, 
obviously one Background will be Corsair.  
Thinking about the character some more, the 
player decides that his Hero began as a bar-
baric hunter-gatherer, who was taken by pi-
rates as a youth.  Initially he was enslaved by 
them, but fought his way to their respect, even-
tually becoming a feared corsair captain him-
self.  Thinking a little more, he decides that the 
young barbarian was the disciple of his tribal 
shaman before his capture.  The player decides 
that the other Backgrounds will be Hunter, 
Slave, and Shaman.  He decides to refine the 
Slave background into Galley-Slave to give it a 
bit more character. 
 
The player feels that Corsair should be the best 
Background; it’ the heart of the character con-
cept.  Shaman should be the worst; it’s probably 
only going to be a 0 to signify the Hero’s abbre-
viated apprenticeship.  The others two Back-
grounds will fall somewhere in the middle. 
 
Taking all that into consideration, Backgrounds 
end up as follows: 
 
 Corsair: 3 
 Hunter: 1 
 Galley-Slave: 1 
 Shaman: 0 
 

4. Choose Misfortunes 

Life is hard in a Sword & Sorcery world.  And 

S&S protagonists tend to help the cosmos hurt 

them by bringing about their own problems.  In-

game, Misfortunes are the ways in which life, or 

the character himself, creates problems.  But 

mechanically, Misfortunes are the ways in which 

characters earn Fortune Points, which can be 

used to help the character (see Uses of Fortune 

Points, p.13). 

 

When a player wishes to gain Fortune Points, he 

Turns the Wheel of Fortune.  The player sug-

gests how one of his Misfortunes creates trouble 

for his character.  The GM has veto power over 

this, but should then suggest an alternate expla-

nation.  Upon agreement, the character immedi-

ately earns one or more Fortune Points, depend-

ing upon the degree of trouble created by the 

Misfortune (see chart below). 

 

The Misfortune can occur at any time in the 

story and need not occur at the time the Fortune 

Point is earned or spent.  But it should happen 

during the current  story if at all possible.  If not, 

it can be rolled over into the next story, but at an 

increased level of +1.   

 

Thus, if a Hero turns the Wheel for 1 Fortune 

Point, he proposes a situation in which he suf-

fers a Slight Degree of Trouble.  But if that situa-

tion does not occur within the current story, he 

must suffer a Moderate Degree of Trouble 

next time. 
 

Degree of Trouble 
Fortune 
Points 
Earned 

Slight: 
Hero is embarrassed OR 
Task is complicated with a 
-1 penalty 

1 

Moderate: 
Hero is endangered OR 
Task is complicated with a 
-2 penalty 

2 

Great: 
Hero is defeated OR 
Task is complicated with a 
-3 penalty 

3 
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Misfortunes must cause trouble beyond that of 

the story premise for the character.  Thus, if a 

story begins with the character broke and beg-

ging in the streets, the character does not gain a 

point from his “Broke” Misfortune.  However, 

the character might invoke it when he finally 

gains some funds (and then finds that he has lost 

them.  While sitting in the crime lord’s hideout.  

The crime lord he was just about to pay off.) 

 

The Wheel of Fortune can also be turned by the 

GM.  The GM states that the player’s Misfortune 

is coming into play and gives the player one or 

more Fortune Points.  If the player does not wish 

to accept the Misfortune, he can refuse it by pay-

ing out Fortune Points equal to those he would 

have earned.  In that case, the GM must accept 

that the player doesn’t wish to play up his Mis-

fortune (however, the player should consider 

carefully, since the GM can always come up with 

some other problem that doesn’t earn the hero 

Fortune Points). 

 

Characters begin with either 1 or 2 Misfortunes 

(player’s choice).  Some appropriate Misfortunes 

for SWORDS OF FORTUNE characters are:  

 

Open Misfortunes 
 
If the group prefers, Heroes may call upon any Mis-
fortune, without having to select Misfortune specific 
to himself.  In this case, it may be helpful for the GM 
or the group to select a list of Misfortunes particularly 
appropriate to the game being played. 
 

Addict 

The hero is an addict.  Alcohol is widely and co-

piously available and many a swordsman lives in 

his cups when not fighting.  More exotic addic-

tions, such as Shadow Rose essence,  are popular 

among sorcerers. 

 

Broke 

The Hero can never seem to hold onto any 

amount of money and constantly finds himself 

in dire straights as a result.  Many S&S protago-

nists, particularly the roguish ones, end one 

story with a fantastic jewel or treasure, only to 

be broke the next time we see them.  The funds 

tend to be wasted on good wine, bad women, 

and indifferent song. 

 

Code of Honour 

The most frequent Code of Honour for S&S He-

roes is some version of the Code of the Warrior, 

which involves some commitment to fair-

fighting, saving innocents, and a near-suicidal 

defense of one’s reputation. 

 

Disfigured 

The Hero bears some physical disfigurement 

that makes others uncomfortable.  This compli-

cates social situations in which the character is 

visible.  Terrible scars and missing pieces of 

anatomy are the more mundane examples; those 

involved with dark forces can acquire less com-

mon disfigurements. 

 

Famous 

  

Unlike the above, the Hero is well-known and 

not for something distasteful.  He might be a 

great champion, a beloved noble, or a legendary 

warrior.  However, the reputation causes trou-

ble: the heroic swordsman is constantly chal-

lenged by young punks looking for a reputation 

and the beloved prince is targeted for kidnap-
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ping and pulled into one aristocratic plot after 

another. 

 

Foppish 

The hero is more than usually concerned about 

his appearance.  Funds tend to disappear into 

the purses of clothiers.  Opponents may look 

down on the Hero as a pompous fool. 

 

Gambler 

Some would say that the life adventurous is a 

gambler’s life.  The Hero with this Misfortune 

takes that to a new level: he finds himself unable 

to resist gambling even when he has no funds.  

He will risk precious things (like his freedom or 

his sword) on the most trivial of bets. 

 

Glutton 

The Hero’s appetites are beyond his control.  He 

will eat and drink to excess.  This creates social 

as well as physical complications.  

 

Handicapped 

Bodily or sensory. 

 

Infamous 

The Hero has an unsavoury reputation.  A child-

killer, a kin-slayer, a coward, a traitor, or a 

madman are some of the possibilities.  Social 

relations are complicated if the Hero is recog-

nized  

 

Madness 

The Hero has some kind of mental incapacity.   

This madness might involve disorienting visions 

or a world-view so out of touch with mundane 

reality as to create problems.  Note in the latter 

case that the reality as imagined might actually 

conform to an alternate plane where the posses-

sor would no longer be mad. 

 

S&S literature has a fondness for morbid psy-

chology and Freudian themes; on the other 

hand, don’t consult the DSM for precise, modern 

psychological conditions.  

 

Meddling Patron 

The Hero has a patron of some sort with a pro-

pensity for interfering in his charge’s life and 

creating complication.  The patron will send the 

Hero on missions without consultation, inter-

rupt his private business, place strange restric-

tions on his behaviour, and generally treat the 

hero as his dogsbody; at best, a sometimes in-

dulged pet. 

 

In the literature, this is usually a supernatural 

patron such as Fafhrd’s patron, the alien wizard 

Ningauble of the Seven Eyes, and Elric’s patron, 

the demon-god Arioch of the Seven Darks. 

 

Nemesis 

The Nemesis is someone or something that is 

actively out to get the Hero.  He may be an old 

rival for some long-dead maiden’s affection, a 

scheming politician who finds the Hero has too 

often interfered in his schemes, or an offended 

wizard who holds a grudge very tightly.  The 

Nemesis may hire thugs, put a bounty on the 

Hero’s head, or go to any extreme to see the 

Hero defeated. 

 

  

Note that although many Nemeses seek the 

death of their foe, this needn’t be the case every 
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time.  A Nemesis may wish his rival to be pub-

licly disgraced, enslaved, disfigured,  or deprived 

of the thing he holds most dear.   

 

The Hero may be unaware of the Nemesis or his 

Goals.  The Nemesis needn’t be an individual; it 

may also be a group or something else alto-

gether. 

 

Nocturnal 

The Hero does not, or cannot, operate during the 

daylight hours.  Not too uncommon among wiz-

ards and demon-worshipping priests. 

 

Obsession 

The Hero is obsessed with something.  Extreme, 

operatic emotions are common in the literature.  

Vengeance is a very popular obsession among 

S&S characters, as is power. 

 

Pawn of Fortune 

The Hero always seems to be in wrong place at 

the wrong time.  He stands on the villain’s secret 

trap-door, the wall he is climbing crumbles when 

he almost at the top, and his steed pulls up lame 

in the midst of a chase.   These events needn’t 

necessarily be unfortunate, but they do impede a 

Hero in the furtherance of his objectives. 

 

The Hero may just be subject to the dictates of 

genre or there may be a real, in-game rationale 

behind these events.  The Hero may be literally 

the pawn of supernatural powers, cursed, or 

bound up into the complex machinations of an 

powerful oath which demands that certain 

events occur. 

 

Phobia 

The Hero has an unusual fear of something.  

Likely objects of fear include Animals, Heights, 

Magic, Monsters, and Water. 

 

Rash 

The Hero rushes in, sword flashing, without 

thinking things through. 

 

Spooks Animals 

The Hero is hated by animals (not Monsters, 

although they don’t tend to like anyone).  Dogs 

bark at him, birds scream, and horses shy.  

Sneaking past guard animals is difficult as is 

mounted combat.  Not unusual for practitioners 

of the Dark Arts. 

 

Weakness to Women/Men 

The Hero just can’t resist a pretty face.  Even a 

not-so-pretty face.  Even when he knows that he 

shouldn’t.  He may end up doing stupid things 

for the object of desire or he may casually use 

and throw away the wrong person. 

 
 
Example: 
Fritz doesn’t even need to think too hard about 
this step.  He already decided that his hero 
would be susceptible to femine wiles.  Taking 
“Weakness to Women” is easy. 
 
Thinking further, Fritz decides that it might be 
fun to have his fearless sea-dog uncomfortable 
with heights.  He chooses “Phobia: Heights” for 
a second Misfortune.  He clears with Bob the 
GM that this doesn’t apply to heights aboard 
ship, but only on dry land. 
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5. Choose Gifts  

Gifts are unusual talents possessed by a charac-

ter.  Most are semi- or fully supernatural in ori-

gin, although some represent intense training.  

Gifts can only be acquired after character gen-

eration in the most unusual of circumstances (a 

gift from a supernatural patron, possession of an 

eldritch item, etc.) 

 

Characters begin with no Gifts, but they can be 

purchased using any points leftover from choos-

ing Attributes and Backgrounds.  Each Gift costs 

1 point. 

 

In general, Gifts either give a +3 Attribute bonus 

under a specific situation or make it cheaper to 

invoke Plot Twists for specific effects.  With the 

exception of the Artifact Gift, Gifts cannot sim-

ply duplicate the effects of having higher Attrib-

utes (see below). 

 

Gifts cannot be taken multiple times.  Again, the 

exception is the Artifact Gift.   A GM may also 

make an exception for certain inhuman Heroes. 

 

Animal Magnetism 

The character possesses an indefinable, but 

powerful attractive quality.  Once per story, the 

character may invoke the “Inspire Individual” 

Plot Twist without Fortune Point cost, but only 

for purposes of inspiring the emotion of “lust 

(for character)”.  Character may invoke the Plot 

Twist subsequently for a reduced cost of 1 For-

tune Point. 

 

 

Artifact 

The character possesses a an item of wondrous 

and eldritch power.   In essence, the Artifact du-

plicates the power of any other Gift.  Addition-

ally the Artifact can be taken to give a +1 bonus 

to any one Attribute (which can, in this way, ex-

ceed the usual +5 maximum). 

 

The Artifact must also have a Catch.  This is a 

circumstance in which the Artifact  

 

It also creates a new Misfortune for it’s posses-

sor: Bereft of Artifact.  This Misfortune can be 

called upon when the hero is denied use of the 

Artifact.  Additionally, the hero may consider 

taking the Addict or Obsession Misfortune, fo-

cused upon the Artifact 

 

Aura of Wisdom 

Character’s relevant Attribute (usually Crown) 

receives a +3 in Social Conflicts when giving ad-

vice. 

 

Beastmastery 

The character is able to influence and befriend 

animals, such as wolves, bears, and birds.  Once 

per story, the character may invoke the “Inspire 

Individual” Plot Twist without Fortune Point 

cost, but only for purposes of influencing an 

animal.  Character may invoke the Plot Twist 

subsequently for a reduced cost of 1 Fortune 

Point.   

 

  

Note that this Gift does not confer the benefits of 

Nature’s Speech, but a character can, for exam-

ple, calm guard dogs and make hungry beasts 

back off.  Given sufficient time and space, the 
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character could train a wild animal as a compan-

ion.  A character with both Beastmastery and 

Nature’s Speech has remarkable command over 

animals. 

 

Dark Vision 

Character can see in the dark and suffers no 

penalties (such as the standard -4 penalty to 

Physical Conflicts).  Many monstrosities possess 

this Gift. 

 

Defend with Bow 

The hero has learned how to use a bow (or some 

other missile weapon) to parry in melee combat.  

The standard -2 Penalty does not apply. 

 

Endurance 

The character has amazing powers of endurance.  

The possessor’s Shield Attribute receives a +3 

bonus when used in Conflicts of exhaustion, poi-

son resistance, and the like.  This bonus never 

applies to standard physical combat. 

 

Find Weakness 

The character has the ability to find the faults of 

others.  Once per story, the character may invoke 

the “Defeat your Foe” Plot Twist without For-

tune Point cost, but only after he has been able 

to study the opponent fighting for more than 5 

minutes.  Character may invoke the Plot Twist 

subsequently for a reduced cost of 1 Fortune 

Point. 

 

Focused 

The character has a very firm control over his 

own mental stability.  The possessor recuperates 

Mental Injury at 1 per game day, rather than per 

week. 

 

Ignore Armour 

The character has trained to fight around the 

armour of his foes.  The possessor of this Gift 

ignores the armour modifier of any opponent 

wearing armour. [ONLY WHEN USING SMALL 

WEAPONS?] Note that some monsters are cov-

ered in natural armour of some sort and that this 

Gift does not affect them. 

 

Magic Resistance 

For some occult reason, the character is unusu-

ally resistant to the effects of spells cast upon 

him.  His relevant reactive modifier receives a +3 

bonus in Conflicts against spells.  This bonus 

does not apply to attacks by magical creatures. 

 

Natural Weaponry 

The character possesses some kind of natural 

weaponry, such a claws, fangs, or horns, allow-

ing him to fight as with a dagger while unarmed 

(+1 Effect Bonus; see the Combat chapter for 

more details).  Many monstrosities possess this 

Gift.  A character might gain claws through 

magical incident or a gift from a supernatural 

patron.  Finally, some Eastern monks possess 

this Gift using their bare hands and unarmed 

martial arts. 

 

Nature's Speech 

  

The character possesses the ability to speak with 

some type of animal.  This does not confer any 

control over the animal, although the character 

may be able to negotiate with them.  Animals 

are, by and large, not nearly as intelligent as 
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humans and can not be negotiated into doing 

complex tasks and other things beyond their ca-

pabilities. 

 

A Hero with this Gift must choose an animal 

type whose speech he has mastered.  Options 

include birds, dogs, horses, and reptiles. 

 

Occult Library 

The character has access to a greater than nor-

mal number of spells.  The exact reason for this 

will depend upon the character’s Field of Magic: 

scholarly spellcasters might possess unusually 

potent grimoires, while less civilized casters may 

have simply been expertly instructed by their 

master.  In any case, the character begins with 

double the usual number of starting spells. 

 

Pantherish Grace 

The character posses an unusual fluidity of mo-

tion. Once per story, the character may invoke 

the “Escape!” Plot Twist without Fortune Point 

cost, but only for purposes of evading pursuit 

and not for escaping bonds.  Character may in-

voke the Plot Twist subsequently for a reduced 

cost of 1 Fortune Point. 

 

Pass Without Trace 

The character leaves no discernable trace as he 

passes and cannot be tracked.  This may be the 

result of great skill, such as possessed by a mas-

ter hunter or scout, or it may be a supernatural 

power, such as possessed by the higher-ranking 

Druids of the Misty Isle. 

 

Note that the character may still be stalked or 

followed as he does not become invisible or in-

tangible. 

 

Preternatural Sense 

The character possesses an extraordinary power 

of perception.  Choose one sense (Sight, Hear-

ing, Taste, Touch, or Scent); the character’s 

Tome receives a +3 bonus when the chosen 

sense is applicable to the situation.  Additional 

effects include noticing the presence of poisons 

or other substances in food or drink (Taste), rec-

ognizing a disguised person by their odor 

(Scent), and being alerted to hidden enemies by 

their breathing (Hearing).   

 

Rally 

The Hero possesses an affinity for rallying the 

troops.  Once per story, the character may in-

voke the “Incite the Crowd” Plot Twist without 

Fortune Point cost, but only for purposes of get-

ting fighting men to enter the fray.  Character 

may invoke the Plot Twist subsequently for a 

reduced cost of 1 Fortune Point. 

 

Seen it All 

The character has seen it all: the good, the bad, 

and the uncanny.  His mind has become inured 

to the effects of Horror.  The possessor’s Tower 

Attribute receives a +3 bonus for Horror Con-

flicts. 

 

Sense Magic 

  

 The character possesses the ability to detect the 

nearby presence of magical spells, effects, ob-

jects, and supernatural entities.  This may be a 

supernatural talent, although many barbarians 
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seem to have this ability as well.  The exact na-

ture of this sensitivity should be defined: it may 

be a pricking of the hairs, an unearthly scent, or 

a weird glow emanating from the spell or being.   

The afore-mentioned barbarians frequently note 

“the stench of magic” while others, of extra-

terrene origin, feel an attraction like that of a 

magnet and those few sages aware of this have 

theorized that this is a result of their nature. 

 

The stronger the magic or the entity, the greater 

its impact on the character.  If the magic makes 

no attempt at being disguised, then characters 

with this Gift automatically recognize them for 

what they are.  If the spell or entity is disguised, 

then the character may detect it in a Conflict of 

his Tome (doubled) vs. the spell difficulty or en-

tity’s Potency to recognize it. 

 

Further, magics of which the character is en-

tirely unaware may be detected.  The character 

will be sensitive to magics in a radius of 5 feet 

per Spell Level/Potency.  If the spell or entity is 

within that radius, the character will be aware 

that some kind of magic is in range.  He will not 

know anything more than that, until he actually 

sets his sights on the magic, in which case the 

rules of the above paragraph apply. 

 

Shrug off Wounds 

The character recuperates Physical Injury at 1 

per game day, rather than per week.  The posses-

sor of this Gift may have some supernaturally 

fast healing rate or he might simply be such a 

tough sonuvabitch that he can ignore his 

wounds. 

 

Sixth Sense 

The character has the uncanny ability to sense 

imminent danger.  This may be a truly super-

natural power or may just be the result of a 

highly trained intuition.  The Tower Attribute 

receives a +3 bonus for purposes of resisting 

attempts at surprising the possessor. 

 

Sorcery 

The character is able to perform magic.  See the 

Magic  chapter for information on using magic.  

A Hero with an eldritch Background (such as 

“Wizard”), but who does not possess the Sorcery 

Gift is unable to cast magical spells, but will have 

knowledge of magic. 

 

Steely Thews 

The character is extremely strong.  The Sword 

Attribute receives a +3 bonus for non-combat 

feats of strength, such a lifting heavy objects and 

holding a door against a mob trying to get 

through.  The Attribute Bonus is not granted for 

purposes of inflicting harm on someone else. 

 

Strategos 

The character is a trained and talented com-

mander of men.  When directing a group of 

fighters in battle, the Strategos may give a bonus 

of +1 to either the Sword or the Shield Attribute 

of all people in the squad (including himself). 

 

Supernatural Boon 

  

The character has received some sort of unnatu-

ral gift.  This may be the result of a pact with a 

supernatural entity or might represent super-

natural heritage.  The exact details depend upon 
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the entity, but the mechanical effect should fol-

low the rules for Gifts.  Examples include:  

• Learning a powerful spell (which adds a +4 

bonus to the character’s relevant magical At-

tribute for casting purposes) 

• The power to occult oneself (invoke the Es-

cape Plot Twist) 

• Hidden heart or other immortality (which 

prevents physical death, but not dismem-

berment or imprisonment for eternity)  

• A Supernatural Gift can also duplicate an-

other Gift. 

 

Taunt 

The character is especially talented at enraging 

his foes and provoking them to act without 

thinking by ridiculing them.   Once per story, the 

character may invoke the “Inspire Individual” 

Plot Twist without Fortune Point cost, but only 

for purposes of inspiring the emotion of “rage”.  

Character may invoke the Plot Twist subse-

quently for a reduced cost of 1 Fortune Point. 

 

Turn the Other Cheek 

The character is a master of passive resistance.  

The characters receives a +3+ bonus to his  

Sword and Cloak Attributes as long as the char-

acter is only attempting to resist the aggressor 

(i.e. the character’s Goal for the Conflict is 

merely to outlast the protagonist or convince 

him to stop in his aggression).  If the character 

attempts to fight back, the Gift does not apply. 

 

Unruffled 

The character possesses the ability to quickly 

recoup his social standing and aplomb.  The 

character recuperates Social Injury at 1 per game 

day, rather than per week. 

 

Wings 

The character possesses real, functioning wings, 

allowing him to fly.  Some inhuman beings natu-

rally have Wings.  Others might gain wings 

through magical incident or a gift from a super-

natural patron. 

 

Example: 
Fritz has saved 2 points from Attributes to 
spend on Gifts.  “Unruffled” strikes his fancy as 
a dashing chap who can’t be stopped from 
seeming dashing.  That leaves another point.  
Thinking a bit, Fritz decides the “Ignore Ar-
mour” would have that finesse quality he wants 
to Erak’s attacks. 

 
6. Choose Name and  
     Description 
 
A Hero needs a name and a description.  An S&S 

description is not a listing of the person’s vital 

stats, hair colour, and whatnot.  This is the de-

scription that an authour would use when intro-

ducing the Hero into a story.  The description 

should be punchy, short, and memorable. 

 

One less obvious description to consider is a 

Doom. “Doom” is a wonderful, Anglo-Saxon 

word that originally meant a judgment upon 

something and has, by extension, come to mean 

something’s fate or destiny.  It is often used to 

imply a negative fate, but it does not have to 

mean that.  In SWORDS OF FORTUNE, Doom is 

used in that more archaic sense. 
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Sword & Sorcery protagonists often find them-

selves marked by their Doom.  Some indefinable 

quality of the Doom impresses itself upon ob-

servers, who sense that the Hero is destined to 

rule men or to slay his friends.  They may or may 

not be aware of it.  They may or may not fear it.  

But questions of Free Will versus Destiny tend to 

cling to them.  More mundanely put, S&S pro-

tagonists frequently wonder what their lives will 

mean. 

 

Not every Hero will have a Doom.  Having one is 

up to the player.  If the player chooses to have a 

Doom for his Hero, he should try and make it 

descriptive without being overly specific.  For 

example, “Will trample thrones beneath his san-

daled feet” is fantastically evocative, while still 

allowing multiple interpretations.  Other exam-

ples from the literature include the following: 

 

“Will slay all those he loves.”  

“Will always chase the ‘Big Score’.” 

“Will never succeed in conquering the world.” 

 

A Doom is narrative tool to help the player, the 

GM, and even other players know what is impor-

tant and meaningful to the Hero.  Stories can be 

tailored to play into the Doom in some fashion.  

For example, the Hero who is Doomed to tram-

ple thrones, might find himself involved in sto-

ries that have something to do with governance  

and rulership  or the overthrow of the same. 

 

Note that A Doom might be worked up based on 

the Hero’s Misfortunes.  A Hero with “Pawn of 

Fortune” is likely to have an unpleasant Doom. 

 

Example: 

Fritz decides to call his Hero “Erak” after re-
membering a comic-book hero from the 80’s 
barbarian fad.  Erak the Corsair is a lithe, fel-
low with green eyes that sparkle like the ocean 
in the morning and a hawk-like  nose.  He 
strides about the world like the captain of all he 
surveys. 
 

Discovering the Hero 
through Play 
 
Another option for Hero Creation is to discover 

the Hero through play.  Begin play with a blank 

piece of paper and maybe a name or concept or 

even just a doodle.  Any time that a Conflict oc-

curs, the player can declare what his relevant 

rating is at that time.  The rules above still apply, 

so that the total number of Attribute Points must 

eventually total 10 , the Hero will have 4 Back-

grounds totaling 5, and so on. 

 

This method channels the character of S&S lit-

erature to make things up as needed.  The big-

gest pitfall is the player who makes every charac-

teristic that comes up superlative, leaving him 

with nothing left after one or two Conflicts. 

 

Example: 

Clark shows up to the game with nothing.  He 
sees that Fritz has created Erak the Corsair so 
he knows that he won’t be using that pirate idea 
he had.  He states that his Hero is a mysterious 
old man, close-mouthed and with an air of su-
periority.  And that’s all he has right now. 
 
As the Story begins, Erak and the old man are 
wandering the desert, looking for a legendary 
mountain.  Fritz asks Clark what he is supposed 
to call his companion and Clark has his hero 
say, “They sometimes call me Safdar Ali Mirza 
in these parts.”  Clark quickly jots that down. 
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Sometime later, Erak and Safdar Ali are 
jumped by bandits.  While the buccaneer pulls 
his sword, Clark decides that his Hero has a bit 
of eldritch might to bring to the situation.  He 
states that he is going to mesmerize the bandit 
nearest him. 
 
Bob asks what characteristics Safdar Ali has to 
do this.  Clark decides that his Hero has a Tome 
of 3 and the background “Wizard” at 2.  He 
writes that down, noting that Tome will likely 
be his best Attribute.  
 
And the  story continues. 
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THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE:                                      

MECHANICS 

 

 
 

 

Conflict  

 
Sword & Sorcery characters face a lifetime of 

struggle against men, gods, fortune, and them-

selves.  Conflicts are goal-oriented rather than 

task-oriented and each roll of the dice represents 

an attempt to achieve the actor’s Goal.  SWORDS 

OF FORTUNE’s system of Conflict resolution is 

thus abstract, rather than action-specific.  How 

that Goal is furthered or hindered, achieved or 

not, must be interpreted from the die result.  A 

high result means that the actor has come closer 

to achieving his Goal, while a low result means 

that his attempt has been hampered.  That is all 

it means, but it means that.  The specifics of 

those meanings must be brought out by player 

and GM to suit the narrative style and needs of 

the story being told. 

An action taken in a Conflict is a gamble: do you 

win or lose?  Move closer to success or failure?  

This means that the basic roll is not a “to hit” 

roll, as is more usually seen in RPGs.   Rolling 

low doesn’t mean that you missed.  It means that 

you swung your sword and it was parried and 

now you’re a little off-balance.  Or you hurt your 

wrist.  Or maybe that your execution was perfect, 

but suddenly your opponent’s man-servant 

threw himself in front of you.  It means some-

thing—anything—but it should mean something 

interesting. 

 

However a Conflict is conceived in story-terms, 

it plays out the same way mechanically: the pro-
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tagonist adds up his relevant modifiers, sub-

tracts the antagonist’s relevant modifiers, and 

adds that to the roll of 2d6.  The number that 

results is compared to the Conflict Roll Chart 

(p.9).  1 Grief is delivered to the antagonist if the 

result is 7; for every 3 points over 7, additional 

Grief is delivered.  1 Grief is delivered to the pro-

tagonist if the result is 6; for every 3 points un-

der 6, an additional Grief is delivered.  The Con-

flict Roll Chart on the next page summarizes 

these results.   

 

This all means that an actor can, in some sense, 

hurt himself by acting just as he could hurt his 

opponent.   

 
 

The Conflict Roll 

2d6 
+ Protagonist’s Modifiers 
–Antagonist’s Modifiers 

= Conflict Roll 

 
 
In addition to the base Grief delivered, an actor 

can use tactics to increase the potential of his 

Conflict Roll.  Tactics have an Effect Bonus 

which is added to the base Grief delivered. 

 

Each Conflict is intended to be relatively short in 

real-time: a few rolls on each side.  The narra-

tion is meant to expand upon the rolls and create 

drama. 

 

A core idea in tactics is strengths and weak-

nesses.  Any tactic has a positive and a negative, 

represented by greater or lesser potential Grief 

delivered.   A standard attempt at something has 

an Effect Bonus of 0, which is to say, that you 

read the results of the Grief delivered straight off 

the chart.  But an actor may attempt a more ag-

gressive, powerful, or foolhardy action and so 

take a higher Effect Bonus.  If he succeeds in 

delivering Grief to his opponent, the number of 

Grief will be increased by the Effect Bonus.  

However, if he fails and delivers Grief to himself, 

those will also be increased (see Combat Tactics, 

p.17) 

Automatic Success and Failure 

The S&S cosmos is an uncertain one.  Even the 

most skilled of mortals can fail disastrously and 

the most humble can trample thrones and be-

come kings.  Automatic successes and failures 

are generated by natural rolls (the dice roll be-

fore the modifiers are added) of 2 and 12. 

 

Any natural roll of 2 (“snake-eyes”) is bad.  The 

Conflict Roll cannot result in anything better 

than Spectacular Failure.  Although modifiers 

may make it worse than that, they cannot make 

it better.  Fortune Points, however, can improve 

the result (see Uses of Fortune Points, p.23). 

 

Conversely, any natural roll of 12 (“box-cars”) is 

good.  The Conflict Roll cannot result in any-

thing worse than Spectacular Success.  Although 

modifiers may make it better than that, they 

cannot make it worse. 

 

  

This means that anyone can potentially fail or 

succeed at any Conflict Roll (1 in 36 chance of 

either), no matter the difference in ability.  The 

gods laugh at mortal vanity. 
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Conflict Roll Chart 

Conflict 
Roll 

Success Level 
Grief       

Delivered 

≤-3 
Catastrophic 

Failure 
4             

to Protagonist 

-2 

-1 

0 

Spectacular 
Failure 

3             
to Protagonist 

1 

2 

3 

Full Failure 2             
to Protagonist 

4 

5 

6 

Simple Failure 1             
to Protagonist 

7 

8 

9 

Simple Success 1              
to Antagonist 

10 

11 

12 

Full Success 2             
to Antagonist 

13 

14 

15 

Spectacular 
Success 

3            
to Antagonist 

≥16 Heroic Success 4             
to Antagonist 

 
Expanding the Conflict Roll Chart 
 
The Conflict Roll Chart caps at 16 and at -3.  Once 
the Conflict Roll goes that high or low, it no longer 
matters.  This is done to keep things simple.  How-
ever, the players may wish to have more detail for 
very high and very low rolls, particularly if the 
game involves larger than average modifiers. 
 
The chart can be easily expanded.  Notice that the 
number of point of Grief delivered proceeds by 3’s.  
To expand the chart upward, Conflict Rolls of 16 - 
18 would deliver 4 Grief; Conflict Rolls of 19 - 21 
would deliver 5 Grief, and so on ad infinitum. 

 
 

Changing the Odds 
 
The probabilities and feel of the Conflict Roll chart 
can be altered by changing the dice used.   
 
Using 3d4 will preserve the range of results, but 
will decrease the overall effect of the dice.  The in-
creased bell-curve makes middling results more 
likely and Automatic Success or Failure much less 
likely. 
 
Using 1d12, on the other hand, will increase the 
overall effect of the roll as all results are equally 
likely.  Automatic Success and Failure become very 
likely and might need to be removed from play. 

 

The Two Principles of Conflicts 

Failure Must Be Viable 

This is the First Principle of Conflicts.  Do not 

roll the dice unless failure is a viable outcome.  If 

a story is so constructed that the character must 

do something, then there is no Conflict: the 

character does it. 

 

  

This might appear to be a form of “railroading”, 

but it is not.  Railroading is when player or char-

acter choice is removed, either explicitly (“the 

Warlock will kill you unless you agree to help 

him.  You can’t fight him and you will automati-

cally die unless you agree”) or implicitly (the 
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characters face choices but the same outcome 

occurs regardless of what they choose). 

 

The First Principle is not about player or charac-

ter choice.  It concerns the outcome of Conflicts, 

which are not about choice, but about the ran-

domness of dice rolls.  An example would be a 

story in which the Heroes have to find certain 

clues in order for the narrative to continue.  The 

discovery of the clues could be handled as a Con-

flict in some situations, but this isn’t one of those 

situations (unless the stopping of the narrative is 

a viable result).  If the result of a failure to dis-

cover the clue is that the GM packs it in and eve-

ryone goes home now, then don’t roll the dice. 

 

If rolling the dice seems important anyway, then 

use the Conflict Roll to determine the quality of 

the Hero’s success.  At it’s simplest, figure that 

any Success means the Hero did his stuff, while 

a Failure means that the Hero succeeds in a way 

that does not enhance his reputation or appear-

ance.    For instance, perhaps he fails to find the 

clue on his own, but then has it tumble into his 

hands accidentally.  Or the maybe the little or-

phan he is accompanying finds the clue. 

 

If time is a factor, then the Success Level could 

be interpreted as how long it takes the Hero to 

succeed.  That is, he succeeds one way or the 

other, but it might take him hours or it might 

take him minutes, depending upon the Conflict 

Roll.  See Simple Contests below, p. __, for 

more on this.  Any case, the point remains if 

Failure is not a viable outcome, then there is no 

Failure.  Often, an S&S story is less about 

whether or not the Hero will win, but how he 

wins. 

Something Always Happens 

This is the Second Principle of Conflicts.  Notice 

that there is no Conflict Roll that results in zero 

Grief being delivered.  Whenever an actor takes 

action in a Conflict, something happens.  Good 

or bad.  Minor or major.  But something always 

happens.  This might be considered the ultimate 

tactical choice: action entails risk. 

 

Something Always Happens should be true in 

the narrative sense as well.  The decision is ulti-

mately up to the GM and the players, but “I 

miss” is a dull result and dull doesn’t have much 

place in Sword & Sorcery.  If an actor is failing in 

an attempt to do something (i.e. is delivering 

Grief to himself), there should be some reason.  

Yang the Brute doesn’t just miss—he’s a nasty 

character, so that when he fails to hurt Essence 

of Jade, it is because the wily old hermit is leap-

ing and dodging and stuffing eating utensils into 

his nasal orifice.  Essence, the gong fu monk, is 

super-cool, so when he fails in his attack on 

Yang, it’s because he is forced to knock out one 

of Yang’s cronies or his staff breaks on Yang’s 

hard head.  Or something. 

Running the Conflict 

Initiating the Conflict 

Any character can initiate a Conflict.  Bearing 

the First Principle in mind, the GM is free to 

grant a player Hero victory without the Conflict 

if it is appropriate. 
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Whoever initiates the Conflict is the first pro-

tagonist.  The protagonist declares the Sphere of 

Action and his Goal.  The Sphere of Action de-

termines which Attributes are used in the Con-

flict.  The Goal is the result of victory.  The Goal 

can be vetoed by the GM if it is not  appropriate 

to the Sphere of Action (A Mental Conflict with a 

Goal of leaving the opponent battered and 

bloody) or the character’s ability (a man with a 

sword who’s Goal is to level an entire city). 

 

Any actor involved either agrees to the Conflict 

or accepts defeat and the protagonist’s Goal.  If 

they agree to the Conflict, they declare their own 

Goals and the Conflict begins. 

Conflict Order 

All actors in the Conflict make their Conflict 

Rolls simultaneously.  The characters act in or-

der of highest natural roll (before the modifiers 

are applied) to lowest.  The actor with the high-

est natural roll then narrates his action, based on 

whether he delivered Grief to himself or his foe 

(see Interpreting Grief below, p. _) 

 

The rolling continues until the Conflict ends (see 

immediately below).  Any actor can change his 

Goal at any time prior to the ending of the Con-

flict.  

Multiple Actors 

Any number of actors may be involved in a Con-

flict.  But, for purposes of mechanics, the one 

narrating is the current protagonist and the one 

he is attempting to defeat at the moment is the 

current antagonist.  An actor can only attempt 

to defeat one opponent per roll (except for 

Goons, see p. 12). 

 

If multiple actors wish to coordinate their ef-

forts, rather than acting independently, see Act-

ing in Concert below. 

Ending the Conflict 

He who cannot win has lost.  A Conflict ends 

either when all but one of the actors gives up or 

can not possibly win.  The first is a character de-

cision; the second is mechanical. 

 

A character might decide to quit the Conflict for 

a variety of story reasons.  Maybe just to save 

himself from being beaten up at this time.  

Maybe to run away and try again later with a 

better plan.  A good rule of thumb with NPC’s is 

that they will think about quitting once they take 

Grief equal to half their starting modifier. Thus if 

a bandit attacks our hero and the bandit has 

modifiers for the Conflict of +4, he might think 

about quitting after he takes 2 Grief.  This is just 

a quick and dirty measure and is, of course, open 

to revision depending upon the personality of 

the NPC and the needs of the story. 

 

If an actor can not possibly deliver Grief to his 

opponent, no matter how high his roll (barring 

boxcars), then he has lost the Conflict.  In other 

words, if an actor is functioning with a net modi-

fier of -5, even if he rolls an 11 he will have a 

Conflict Roll of 6, which means that he delivers 

Grief to himself.  He cannot win and has thus 

lost.  The Conflict is over. 
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Note that if an actor enters Conflict with a modi-

fier of 0, it will take only 5 Grief to put him out.  

However, if he enters with a modifier of +10, it 

will take 15 Grief to put him out.  It pays to be 

the best.  And to choose the sorts of Conflicts in 

which one is skilled. 

 

Example: 
Erak the Corsair and his mysterious  compan-
ion, known as Safdar Ali Mirza, find themselves 
wandering the dangerous mountain passes 
leading to the Erythraen Sea.  As they near civi-
lization, they unfortunately encounter the para-
sitic inhabitants of the same: bandits.  Five 
scarred and dangerous looking specimens step 
out from behind some rocks. 
 

Simple Conflict 

Despite all of the tension and drama that can 

result from running a full Conflict, it can also be 

a burden.  Sometimes, the needs of the story 

would be better served by quickly determining if 

an actor succeeds or fails.  Maybe you just want 

to know if your sneaky guy creeps past the 

guards or if he alerts them.  It’s not a given ei-

ther way, but it would only slow things down to 

play out the full Conflict.  In that case, you run a 

Simple Conflict.  This type of Conflict ignores 

Grief and use the success descriptors from the 

middle column of the Conflict Roll chart. 

 

Simple Conflicts involve the same method for 

computing the Conflict Roll: 2d6 + protagonist’s 

modifiers - antagonist’s modifiers.  The result 

then is compared to the success descriptor col-

umn of the Conflict Roll chart.  The GM and the 

player then must, as always, flesh out the mean-

ing of the result, based on the actor’s Goal and 

the narrative needs.  The descriptors are guide-

lines for how to flesh that out. 

 

The most basic description is the success/fail 

description.  A roll of 7 or over is some kind of 

success and a roll of 6 or under is some kind of 

failure.  That might be all the description 

needed: 

 

“I want to catch the princess before she hits the 

ground.”  Success means that you do.  Failure 

means that you don’t.  Enough said. 

 

But if the quality of the result matters, the dis-

tinction between Spectacular, Full, and Simple, 

comes into play.  If the actor trying to catch the 

princess scores a Simple Success, he might fum-

ble with her a bit, upsetting her delicate sensi-

bilities.  A Full Success means a solid catch.  And 

a Spectacular Success means that he runs to 

where she is going to fall, turns a flip in the air, 

and then catches her.  Without mussing her hair.  

You get the idea. 

 

  

A Simple Failure might be very close to a success 

and leave the field open to trying again, perhaps.  

While a Spectacular Failure means something 

just plain horrendous has happened.  If a char-

acter is trying to sneak past some guards and 

rolls a Simple Failure, he might have stepped on 

a twig and alerted the guard nearest him.  He’s 

still got options: he might knife the guard and 

continue, for example.  A Spectacular Failure, 

however, means that he snagged a trip-wire and 

20 guards are training their weapons on him 

now.  He’s still got options, but not very good 

ones. 
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Magic and Horror Conflicts, discussed in suc-

ceeding sections, frequently involve Simple Con-

flicts. 

 

Modifiers 

A good character might have a lot of indefinable 

qualities, subtle touches of personality and nu-

ance.  But mechanically, he is just a collection of 

modifiers.  That’s it.  The modifiers exist to im-

plement the character in play.  They might also 

help solidify those characteristics.  

 

Modifiers are +/- numbers that affect the Con-

flict Roll.  0 is a perfectly reasonable score for a 

modifier.  Most people have 0 in all Attributes, 

making them average.  A positive modifier 

means that one is better than average and a 

negative modifier means than one is worse than 

average.  The default limits for human beings are 

+/- 5 in any modifier.  This limit does not apply 

to monsters and alien beings. 

 

A character who possess the full set of modifi-

ers—six Attributes and one or more Back-

grounds—is called a Full Character. 

Simplified Characters 

The number of the various modifiers possessed 

by a character depends upon the character and 

his narrative importance.  The player Heroes are 

the stars of the story and will have the full com-

plement of modifiers.  The third guard on the 

left, however, will be knocked out approximately 

1 second after the fighting begins and will never 

be heard from again.  He has very few modifiers. 

 

A simplified system is to reduce a character’s 

Attributes down to the spheres of action.  A 

character would have only three Attributes: 

Physical, Mental, and Social.  A simplified char-

acter has no Backgrounds either, so if the third 

guard mentioned above gets in a fight, he simply 

rolls 2d6 + Physical. 

 

  

Monsters are often presented as Simplified 

Characters (see Monsters, p.22).  Monsters may 

also lack certain Spheres of Action.  A mindless 

thing has a Mental rating of “–”.  Bestial crea-

tures without social capacity have a similarly 

noted Social rating and immobile, incorporeal 

things have no Physical rating. 
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Potency 

This is the most simplified system of modifiers.  

There is only one modifier, called Potency.  Use 

this number for any Conflict that occurs with 

this character.   Is this realistic?  Not entirely.   

 

But it is simple and really, how much do you 

need to know about Guard #3?  He has a Po-

tency of +2.  He can probably defeat most aver-

age folk (though not overwhelmingly) and will 

be easily handled by anybody competent.  Done 

and done.  

  

This is even more useful for non-entity oppo-

nents.  The masterwork which the earlier-

mentioned artist was trying to create has Po-

tency.  It only needs to represent one thing: how 

hard it is to compose.  You don’t need any other 

information about it.  Ditto the sudden storm 

which the character must use his survival skills 

to outlast.  Potency is the modifier subtracted 

from the character’s Tome + Hunter roll. 

Goon Squads 

Potency can also be used to describe multiple 

antagonists.  Heroic types frequently Conflict 

with groups of essentially unimportant foes.  

Such enemies are sometimes called “mooks” or 

“goons”.  Goons are individually quite weak, 

more-or-less average folks whose only strength 

lies in numbers.  Evil geniuses tend to collect 

such fellows; think of the old Batman show. 

 

Since Goons act as a group, for Conflict purposes 

consider them one actor.  They have a default 

Potency of +1 for each individual goon in the 

mob.  They make one Conflict roll which repre-

sents all of their actions.  Each point of Grief 

delivered to a Goon Squad means that one of the 

Goons has been removed from the Conflict.  

 

As always, bear in mind that combat examples 

are the easiest to visualize, but Conflicts are not 

limited to fights.  A gang of teenagers ridiculing 

someone and attempting to destroy their confi-

dence is an example of a social Conflict involving 

goons.  An inquisitorial questioning might be a 

Mental Conflict in which the Inquisitors act as a 

group to confuse the suspect. 

 

The default of +1 Potency for each individual 

goon is only a baseline.  If your goons are 

tougher than average (a goon squad composed of 

zombies, perhaps), then make it +2/individual.  

If the goons are weaker (a horde of teddy bears 

attack the character), then make it +1/3 indi-

viduals.  If you change the baseline, that changes 

the effect of Grief delivered.  In the Great Teddy 

Bear Massacre, every point of Grief delivered to 

the stuffed beasts means that three bears are 

removed from the Conflict. 

Acting in Concert 

Sometimes, two or more actors will pool their 

resources and act in concert.  Goons (see above) 

do this automatically for sake of ease, but Full 

Characters, including Heroes,  can do this as 

well. 

 

  

To act in concert, one character is designated as 

the Leader.  The Leader makes all Conflict Rolls.  

All those acting in concert with the Leader add 

their relevant modifiers to his roll.  If one Hero 

is acting as Leader to a group of NPC’s, the 
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player of that Hero gets full narration rights (as 

if he were acting alone).  If multiple Heroes are 

part of the concerted action, those Heroes who 

are not Leader, get full veto rights over the nar-

ration.  Ideally, the Leader will allow the other 

character’s some positive input into the narra-

tion; one detail per participant is suggested. 

 

The group acting in concert takes Grief nor-

mally.  However, Injuries suffered are a bit more 

complicated.  There are two options for handling 

Injuries in these situations. 

 

The simpler option has Injuries applied to all 

members of the group.  So, if the group suffers 3 

Grief in a fight, each member has 1 Injury.  

 

The more complex option says that the member 

with the lowest applicable modifier takes the 

first Injury; the member with the second lowest 

modifier takes the next Injury, and so on.  If all 

members end up with an Injury and another is 

delivered, the cycle starts again.  In case of mem-

bers with equal modifiers, the players roll 2d6 

with the lowest result taking the hit. 

 

Example:[1 Hero with NPCs] 

Example: [Multiple Heroes] 

Standard Difficulties 

Sometimes one just needs a quick assessment of 

the difficulty for Conflict.  The GM can use the 

following descriptions as a guideline to assigning 

Attributes or Potencies: 

 
 
 

Difficulty Potency 

Simple or              
Untalented -2 

Moderately Hard / 
Talented 1 

Difficult or Talented 4 
Very Hard /           

Talented 7 
Fiendishly Complex/ 

Talented 10 
 

 
[EXAMPLES] 

Note that a Very Hard Conflict or Very Talented 

foe will automatically defeat the average man, 

barring  the effect of box-cars or snake-eyes. 

Grief 

Grief is always a negative modifier.  It represents 

events and occurrences which hinder an actor’s 

efforts to achieve his Goals in a Conflict.  The 

mechanical effects of Grief must be narrated.  

Remember that receiving a point of Grief is not 

necessarily the same as having been hit if you 

are in a fight. 

Interpreting Grief 

In SWORDS OF FORTUNE, the players interpret 

and narrate the outcome of their own Conflict 

Rolls.  At the inception of a Conflict, the player 

announces his victory condition.  During each 

round (or only once in the case of a Simple Con-

flict), the player rolls and then narrates the ac-

tion based on the outcome. 

 

  

The player does not state what he is “trying to 

do” and then roll to see if it happens.  He rolls to 

see how successful he is in finishing the Conflict 

and then narrates that.  The player has great lati-
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tude in narrating the results of his roll and 

should be as descriptive as he is comfortable be-

ing.  There are some restrictions on the player’s 

narration, however: 

 

The narration must abide by the me-

chanical effects of the Conflict Roll  

The most obvious violation of this rule would be 

narrating the end of the Conflict even though it 

has not mechanically concluded.   

 

On the other hand, if an actor delivers Grief to 

himself through a low roll, it is perfectly accept-

able to narrate the character performing well, 

but having some other circumstance make the 

Conflict more difficult to conclude.  Thus, a low 

roll in a fight might be narrated as the character 

performing brilliantly, but then having a specta-

tor hitting the actor from behind or having a rot-

ting piece of masonry hit him.   

 

The goon concept can be very useful here: while 

fighting his arch-nemesis and his underlings, the 

Great Swordsman is attempting to kill the Big 

Bad.  When he rolls low and delivers Grief to 

himself, maybe the villain’s goons swarmed in 

on him and it takes his several seconds to kill 

them, thus hindering his Goal.  Yes, he kills a 

bunch of guys on a bad roll.  He is a bad-ass; let 

the game represent him as a bad-ass.  Nothing 

makes a weaker story than having a character, 

who is supposed to be cool, roll badly and trip 

over himself as he walks across the floor. 

 

The narration of other player’s Heroes is 

subject to their veto 

The player is free to involve other player’s He-

roes in his narration, just as he is free to narrate 

actions of the NPC’s (the GM’s characters).  

However, the players of those character (includ-

ing the GM who plays the NPC’s), have the right 

to veto any part of the narration involving their 

characters. 

 

The GM retains the right to veto narra-

tion 

This veto is a last resort and the GM should be 

circumspect in this otherwise players will not 

feel free to narrate.  However, sometimes, a 

piece of narration is objectionable for being out-

side of genre expectations, taking too great a 

liberty with the setting, or being just plain silly. 

Injury and Recovery 

All Grief disappears at the end of the Conflict.  

However, receiving large amounts of Grief re-

sults in a more permanent discomfiture, which is 

called Injury.  Injuries act as long-lasting Grief; 

that is, they are penalties to Conflict Rolls but 

they don’t disappear at the end of the Conflict. 

 

For every 3 Grief received in a Conflict, an actor 

also receives 1 Injury.  Injuries, unlike Grief, are 

specific to the Sphere of Action.  Thus there are 

Physical Injuries, Mental Injuries, and Social 

Injuries.  Each type of Injury only applies to 

Conflicts in its Sphere of Action.  So Physical 

Injuries, for example, act as negative modifiers 

in all Physical Conflicts, but do not affect Mental 

or Social Conflicts. 

 

  

Option: Injury Tracking 
 
Some players may not care for the “Death Spiral” 
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effect of Grief.  If the group wants a more indestructi-
ble style of play, the following Option is suggested. 
 
Conflict still results in Grief being delivered.  How-
ever, Grief is only a marker in this case and does not 
act a penalty.  For every 3 Grief accrued, the actor still 
gains an Injury.  Each Injury now acts as a -1 penalty.  
This means that actors can receive a lot more Grief 
than before without significantly losing effectiveness. 
 

Injuries will naturally heal at a rate of 1 per game 

week.  That is for each type, so that if an actor 

has 1 Physical Injury and 2 Mental Injuries, the 

next week, he will have no Physical injuries and 1 

Mental Injury.  Certain Gifts speed the recovery 

process. 

 

Fortune Points 

Fortune Points are the flip-side of Misfortunes.  

Fortune Points allow Hero’s to steer the course 

of Fate and create victory from defeat.  In other 

words, to do the impossible things that make 

them heroes. 

 

The Wheel of Fortune constantly turns and a 

person cast down by Misfortune one minute can 

be raised onto the heights of Fortune on the 

next.  Indeed, Misfortune directly creates For-

tune, because suffering Grief from one’s Misfor-

tune’s is the only way to earn Fortune Points 

(see Misfortunes, p.5). 

 

Fortune Points can be used to do the following: 

 
1. Change the Sphere of Action of a Con-

flict (1 point) 

 

2.  Add Success Levels to a Conflict Roll      

(1 point per Success Level) 

 

3.  Create a Plot Twist (2 points) 

 

Change the Sphere of Action of a 

Conflict 

By spending 1 Fortune Point, an actor can 

change the Sphere of Action of a Conflict if he 

can create reasonable narration for it.  The Con-

flict can be underway or just beginning.  A canny 

character can use this ability to make the Con-

flict play to his strengths.  For example, a social 

character might begin a confrontation as a duel 

of wits and then, when his opponent is weak-

ened, change the Sphere to Physical and take 

him out. 

Add Success Levels to a Conflict 

Roll 

Bumping the Success level of one’s roll costs 1 

Fortune Point per level.  

Plot Twists 

The Plot Twists available to SWORDS OF FORTUNE 

characters are: 
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Battered and Bloody, but Alive   

The character, subject to imminent doom, is able 

to survive through some near-miraculous chance 

event.  A character falling off of a high cliff might 

land on a small, hidden ledge some thirty feet 

down. 

 

The character will have taken 1 Injury. 

 

Death Curse   

The character, on the verge of certain doom, can 

bring about a Death Curse upon his foes.  The 

Death Curse must be negative in intent and 

could not, for example, bring about good luck to 

his living allies.  The Curse will work subtly, but 

inexorably.  Thus a Curse of “Death to the Em-

peror!” will not result in the Emperor dropping 

dead at the moment, but he may soon contract a 

fatal disease or be thrown and trampled by his 

horse on the way home. 

 

Defeat your Foe   

One foe is completely defeated in combat but is 

not killed.  Killing a foe requires winning a stan-

dard combat.  But any other kind of defeat can 

be invoked through this Plot Twist; an enemy 

can be knocked out, disabled, or otherwise ren-

dered ineffective.  The enemy can also appear to 

die in some unverifiable manner, such as falling 

off of a cliff, but he will, in fact, survive.  This 

Plot Twist cannot be followed by a standard 

combat attempt against the foe.  It can fre-

quently lead to a debt of vengeance on the foe’s 

part. 

 

 

 

Escape!   

The character spends 1 Fortune Point to fortui-

tously escape from his bonds, confinement, or 

pursuit.  Potential escapes could include slicing 

through the ropes around his wrists against a 

sharp rock, finding a secret passage from the 

dungeon cell, or even eating a vulture while cru-

cified and then being released by impressed ban-

dits. 

 

Find the Hidden Item  

The character finds some item that has been 

hidden.  This does not allow the player to invent 

a previously hidden item, but rather to find an 

item which has already been introduced into the 

story as hidden or lost to be found.  Some 

searching will still be required to find it. 

 

Incite/Calm the Crowd  

 The character arouses the passions of a crowd 

and can direct them with one, simple command.  

Examples include: “Burn the Temple!”, “Save the 

Princess!”, “Flee the Horde!” 

 

Alternately, the character can calm the passions 

of an aroused mob. 

 

Inspire Individual   

  

The character can inspire some emotion in an 

individual NPC.  Typical examples include pity, 

hatred, and lust.  Player Heroes are immune to 

this Plot Twist. 
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AT SWORD’S POINT:                                              

COMBAT 

 

 
 
 
Although SWORDS OF FORTUNE does not have a 

combat system as such, combat is such an essen-

tial part of the genre that it calls out for some 

specific rule implementations. 

Combat Tactics 

 

 

Tactics, including weapon choice and attack 

style, grant an Effect Bonus to Conflict Results.  

The Effect Bonus is a modifier to the number of 

Grief delivered (not to the Conflict Roll itself).  

That means that the higher the Effect Bonus, the 

more Grief a successful attack delivers.  It also 

means more Grief delivered to oneself in an un-

successful attack. 

 

A negative Effect Bonus is an Effect Penalty. 

Weapons 

In Sword & Sorcery, the hand that wields the 

weapon is far more important than the weapon 

itself.  An S&S protagonist can frequently dis-

patch a roomful of armed and armoured goons 

with nothing more than a dagger in hand. 

 

Nevertheless, weapons do have some impact on 

combat.  Mechanically, weapons provide an Ef-

fect Bonus to combats. 
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Weapon Type Effect Bonus 

Unarmed 0 

Small weapon  
(dagger, club, sling) +1 

Medium weapon  
(sword, axe, spear, bow) +2 
Large weapon 
(lance, polearm, heavy 
bow, crossbow) 

+3 

 

Style 

Actors can also gain an Effect Bonus by using an 

unusual fighting style.  This Effect Bonus is in 

addition to any Effect Bonus from a weapon. 

 

Frenzied, desperate, all-out attacks gain an Ef-

fect Bonus of +1.   

 

Conservative, methodical attacks get an Effect 

Penalty of -1.  Note that because Something Al-

ways Happens, a Conflict Roll must result in at 

least 1 Grief delivered to someone. 

 

Some Heroes may opt to use weapons in each 

hand, such as a sword and dagger.  Fighting in 

this manner grants a the hero a +1 bonus to his 

Sword Attribute, but levies a -1 penalty to his 

Shield Attribute. 

Armour and Shield 

Armour is useful in the midst of combat, but no-

body wears it unless expecting a fight because of 

its other drawbacks. Armour provides an Effect 

Penalty to incoming attacks.  This Effect Penalty 

does not apply to Grief inflicted upon oneself 

due to a low Conflict Roll. 
 

Armour Type Effect Penalty 

Unarmoured 0 

Buffcoat  
Leather harness -1 

Chain hauberk -2 

Full-body        
armour -3 

 

Shields add a -1 Effect Penalty that can stack on 

top of armour (so wearing Chain with a shield 

gives a -3 Effect Penalty to incoming attacks) 

 

Those same numbers also count as penalties to 

the wearer when attempting any other physical 

actions while wearing the armour. Running, 

jumping, climbing, even riding are made more 

difficult by wearing armour.  

 

Armour also acts as a penalty to the actor’s 

modifier to resist the effects of weather (such as 

sunstroke) at double the armour’s protective 

value (so that full body-armour gives a -6). 

 

Some Monsters have natural armour.  Natural 

armour grants an Effect Penalty as described 

above, but does not have the drawbacks of artifi-

cial armour. 

Combat Range 

  

Combat Range can be used to add a bit of tacti-

cal complexity to combat.  This lets you repre-

sent the difficulty of swinging a sword when you 
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are locked in a grapple or hitting with that same 

sword when your opponent is ten feet away 

shooting his bow at you.  The cost is a resultant 

complexity in running combats.  For many 

fights, particularly ones with evenly-armed foe-

men, Combat Range is likely superfluous.  How-

ever, it may be used for showcase fights to 

ratchet up the tension. 

 

The combat ranges are very generalized:  

Close Within 1’ 

Melee 1 – 5’ 

Missile Over 5’ 
 

Note that Close Range includes fighting with 

bare hands or a dagger. 

 

Using weapons at a range different than their 

own imposes a -2 Penalty to both Sword and 

Shield Attributes.  Thus it is more difficult to 

fight with a sword when at Missile Range and 

more difficult to parry when at Close Range. 

 

Exception: there are no penalties to the Shield 

Attribute when at Missile Range, since weapons 

are not used to defend. 

 
These modifiers apply at the start of combat.  

However, if an actor with an inappropriate 

weapon manages to deliver Grief, then he has 

succeeded in maneuvering to his proper range.  

At that point, the modifiers for the new range 

will apply.  When opponents come to combat 

with significantly different weapons, combat 

range can be expected to change dramatically. 

 

Magic used in combat usually has no Combat 

Range Modifier and incurs no bonus or penalty.  

However, particular spells may specify a Combat 

Range; a spell called “The Touch of Death” has a 

range of Close with all attendant modifiers. 

 

Some melee weapons can be used as thrown 

missiles, which will change the appropriate 

modifiers (a thrown dagger is a Thrown Missile 

rather than a Small Melee Weapon).  

 

Example:[FIX] 

Erak the Freebooter enters combat with his 

dagger in hand.  He is fighting an Atlantean 

peltast, who is guarding the treasure vault of 

the Temple of Aphrodite with his trusty javelin.  

Erak had intended to sneak up on the guard 

and gut him, but a falling piece of masonry 

from the wall he had just scaled alerted the At-

lantean, who notices the vandal when he is ap-

proximately 15 feet away. 

 

 

As this is Bow Range, the following range modi-

fiers would apply. 

 

Erak (using Small Melee Weapon): -4 

Peltast (using Thrown Weapon): -1 

 

Erak’s Conflict Roll modifier is (Sword 3 + Cor-

sair 3 – Combat Range Modifier 4 = 2) – (Pel-

tast Shield 2 + Soldier 2 – Combat Range Modi-

fier -1 = 3) = -1 

 

Peltast’s Conflict Roll modifier is (Sword 2 + 

Soldier 2 – Combat Range Modifier 1 = 3) – 

(Erak’s Shield 2 + Erak’s Corsair 3 – Combat 

Range Modifier 4 = 1) = +2 
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If Erak proceeds and manages to get a Conflict 

Result over 6, thus delivering Grief to his foe, 

then he has closed the distance and the fight is 

now at Small Melee Weapon Range.  Should the 

peltast subsequently hit Erak with his javelin, 

he will have opened the range again, causing 

Erak to fall back to Thrown Weapon Range. 

 

Considering this penalty he would be operating 

under, Erak decides to throw his dagger rather 

than rushing the guard and thus changes his 

range modifier from a -4 to a -1.  
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CURIOUS FORGOTTEN LORE:                          

MAGIC 

 
 
 
Magic in SWORDS OF FORTUNE is not an innate 

power of humans to alter reality.  Magic is alien 

and eerie and distinctly unnatural.  Magic is 

worked by casting spells.  Incantations, charms, 

evocations, enchantments: they are all classified 

as “spells” for purposes of the game. 

 

The various arts of magic have declined precipi-

tously.  It is said that master mages once had 

thousands of spells to hand, but today, only a 

handful remain.  A raw apprentice may only 

have a spell or two; a cunning man four or five; 

and noted magicians only a score or so.  Charac-

ters with a spellcasting Background (such as 

“Wizard”) begin play with double  the Back-

ground rating in spells. 

 

Attempting to work magic requires a Magic Roll.  

The Magic Roll is not a determination of 

whether or not the caster can make the magic, 

but rather, whether he can do so effectively.  “Ef-

fectively” means that he successfully affects his 

opponent and resists the strain of the unearthly 

forces he unleashes. 

 

The Magic Roll is made with Tome + relevant 

Background.  The caster must also possess the 

Sorcerer Gift. 

 

  

If the magic is being made as part of a Conflict 

(for example, the magician is trying to use a spell 

to knock out an enemy swordsman), then the 

Magic Roll is just another Conflict Roll.  If mak-

ing the magic is the entirety of the Conflict (for 
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example, the magician wants to summon a de-

mon and have a chat), then the Magic Roll is a 

Simple Conflict.   

 

The distinction is one of Goal: in the first case, 

the Goal is defeat of the enemy and the spell is 

just a means to that Goal.  In the second case, 

the spell itself is the Goal of the Conflict. 

 

Example 
ENTER EXAMPLE 
 

As with any other Conflict, the caster must de-

termine who his opponent is and what his Goal 

is.  The caster rolls his relevant Attribute (de-

pending upon the Field of Magic) + relevant 

Background – the Spell’s Potency (and, if appli-

cable,  the opponent’s modifier). 

 

Any success means that the spell is cast.  Every 

three points by which the spell’s Potency is ex-

ceeded, allows +1 to the spell’s Effect. 

 

A failure in a Conflict has the usual effects of 

Grief delivered to oneself.  The player may wish 

to use magic as an important part of the narra-

tion of that Grief.  A failure when magic is the 

Conflict itself allows the caster to choose either:  

 

o Simple spell failure (no other effect); or 

 

o Simple Spell success, with the Grief deliv-

ered by the spell accruing to the caster. 

 

Casting Difficulty 

A spell’s Potency is based upon the scope of the 

spell.   The following list broadly notes the scope 

of effect a spell may have at each Potency.  Re-

member that if the subject of the spell has a 

chance to resist it’s effects, the subject’s reactive 

modifier is added to the spell’s Potency. 

 

1. Simple (CR +1): Minor effects that a 

single person could duplicate with lit-

tle time or effort. 

 

• Fill a room with light, shadow, or 
smoke. 

• Create a spark of fire to light a torch. 
• Create simple, stationary illusions or 

slightly change someone’s features 
(such as hair colour) 

• Move objects under 10 pounds in 
weight 

 

2. Moderate (CR +4): Impressive ef-

fects that a normal person might be 

able to duplicate given  some time and 

effort. 

 

• Alter emotions or senses 
• Reshape matter 
• Inflict or remove severe injuries 
• Create complex, mobile illusions 
• Making plants grow 

 

3. Hard (CR +7): Major magical effects 

beyond the scope of a single man, al-

though many men with a great time 

might be able to do such things. 

 

• Transform living things 
• Change properties of matter 

  

• Create fully-animated, life-like illu-
sions 
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• Create a building 
 

4. Fiendishly Complex (CR +10): 

Immensely powerful effects beyond 

the scope of normal human ability. 

 

• Immediately change local weather 
• Create illusionary locales 
• Animate an undead army 
• Open a portal to another Realm 

Dispelling Magic 

Spellcasters who are the target of a spell have a 

few options beyond most actors.  They can auto-

matically resist with their relevant Reactive At-

tribute + their Spellcasting Background, rather 

than just Reactive Attribute alone. 

 

Alternately, they can attempt to dispel the initial 

magic by rolling their relevant spellcasting At-

tribute + Background vs. the Spell’s Potency. 

 

Casting Methods 

 

 

 

Many spells may be cast with minimal effort on 

the part of the caster.  However, most casters use 

one or more Casting Methods to aid the casting 

effort.  There are a number of methods of casting 

spells which give the caster a bonus on his Magic 

Roll.   

 

Additionally, each Fields of Magic requires cer-

tain methods. 

 

Acolytes 

Acolytes is the generic term for other spell-

casters who aid the principle caster.  This Cast-

ing Method is exactly the same as the Acting in 

Concert rule: the caster is the Leader and adds 

the modifiers of the acolytes to his own. 

 

Auspicious Circumstances 

Spell casting can be affected by the movements 

of the heavens.  Astromancers regard this is the 

influence of astral vril, while others believe that 

the heavenly bodies are divinities themselves.  

Regardless, … 

 

Cabal 

Cabal is the generic name for a group of non-

magicians aiding the spell-caster.  Non-casters 

are much less helpful than acolytes (above), but 

are more easily found and easier to manage.  The 

classic cabal is a cult or a congregation. 

 

Cabal Size Modifier 

1-12 +1 

13-25 +2 

26-50 +4 

51-100 +8 

 

Concentration 

 

Magical Focus 

 

Preparation 

 

  

Proper Location 
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Ritual 

 

Sacrifice 

The Fields of Magic 

Alchemy 

Alchemy is one of the wonders of the Elder 

World.  In essence, alchemy is the art of harness-

ing vril through various physical objects to pro-

duce consistent effects.  Vril is one of the more 

common, scholarly terms for the magical, astral 

influx that suffuses the world.  

 

At its peak of complexity and implementation, 

the result was various vril technologies, such as 

vril stones, vril pyramids, and flying chariots.   

 

Sample effect difficulties: 

Simple (+1) 

• Stupefying powders 
• Love potions 
• Sleeping draughts 
• Identify Elder World devices 

 
Moderate (+4) 

• Knockout gas 
• Poison gas 
• Antidotes 
• Operate Elder World devices 

 
Hard (+7) 

• Healing elixir 
• Insanity potions 
• Repair Elder World devices 
 

Fiendishly Complex (+10) 

• Create or improve Elder World devices, such 
as Vril technology, Homonculi, Machinae, 
and Golems 

• Immortality devices 

 

Astromancy 

Practiced by Astromancers, this field involves is 

the study and direct, personal manipulation of  

vril, the eldritch energy which radiates from the 

celestial bodies and suffuses our terrene orb. 

 

Sample effect difficulties: 

 

 

Enchantment 

The Field of Enchantment encompasses the sub-

tle arts of confusing the senses and the mind.  At 

it’s simplest, Enchantment is akin to Mesmer-

ism, allowing a hypnotic gaze.  At greater Po-

tency, this Field of Magic creates actual illusions, 

intangible creations of light that nevertheless 

have an independent physical existence.   

 

But the greatest secret of Enchantment is the Art 

of Glamour, which creates an actual alternate 

reality within certain restrictions.  These restric-

tions are generally geographical, limiting the 

Glamour to the wizard’s domain, or temporal, 

limiting  them to some short period of time (ap-

proximately one hour).    Thus, an Enchanter 

could create actual gold from straw or a won-

drous feast from twigs and grass.  However, the 

gold would return to straw after one hour and 

the delicious victuals would become mere twigs 

after leaving the wizard’s tower.  Increasing the 

area or duration of a Glamour increase the Po-

tency of the spell. 

 

  

All spells of Enchantment require the Concen-

tration Casting Method. 
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Sample spells and Potencies: 

 

 

Simple (+1) 

Penetrating Gaze:  The Enchanter can stare 

into another face with such intentness that the 

other may be induced to pause for several sec-

onds in the midst of action.  In the midst of a 

battle, this  

 

Legerdemain:  A catch-all term for very small, 

simple illusions.  This allows the caster to create 

the appearance of keys, coins, and the like. 

 
Moderate (+4) 

Mesmerism:  This is hypnosis of the kind that 

exists only in literature.  The mesmerist can 

freeze his victim and even compel actions, such 

as “Marry me!” or “Kill the barbarian!” (mes-

merists usually shout these commands, but need 

not do so).   Alternately, the mesmerist can sub-

tly insinuate false “facts” to the victim on a sub-

conscious level.  In this way, the mesmerist can 

make himself seem invisible or terribly impres-

sive. 

 

Mesmerism is a Mental Contest in which the 

Mesmerist breaks into the victims mind (Tower 

Attribute) until he can no longer resist.  Mes-

merism generally only lasts for a hour, although 

longer durations can be attempted with a higher 

Potency spell. 

 

Simple Illusion:  A simple illusion is station-

ary, but may have some movement within it; 

that is, the illusion of lit torch won’t move about, 

but the flames will appear to move in a natural 

way. 

 

 

Hard (+7) 

Complex Illusions:   Complex illusions have 

the full range of sensory stimuli and may move 

about independently from the caster. 

 

Fiendishly Complex (+10) 

Glamour:  Glamour is, in essence, the creation 

of artificial reality.  Thus a Glamour is rather like 

a Complex Illusion that is real.  Just about any-

thing may be created by Glamour, but, as noted 

above, certain restrictions apply.  Each Glamour 

must have either a geographical restriction of 

approximately one hundred square yards or a 

temporal restriction of one hour. 

 

Certain grimoires speak of “The Grand Glam-

our”, restricted neither by time nor space.  This 

fabled enchantment of the Elder World is only 

limited by some very specific circumstance de-

cided upon by the caster (“Until a virgin boy 

claims the throne”).  Those conditions however 

have a nasty habit of coming to pass, according 

to most legends.  In any case, the Grand Glam-

our, were it to be found by modern Enchanters, 

would have a Potency of +25. 

 

The Dark Arts (Black Magic, 

Goety, Necromancy) 

  

Practitioners of the Dark Arts are frequently 

known as Black Magicians or Necromancers, 

but when more respectable, may also be known 
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as Wizards or Goetes.  This field of magic in-

volves the knowledge of otherworldly beings and 

realities, the spells that summon such beings, 

and the lore of constructing pacts with them.  

Such beings are, in general, termed demons and 

are generally inimical to mortal life in some 

fashion or another.  The Dark Arts need not be 

evil, but calling up and pacting with demons is 

always going to be a little morally suspect and 

the temptation and potential for evil use will be 

ever-present. 

 

The heights of the goete’s art are the Spells of 

Evocation, capable of summoning the most fear-

some beings, and the Words of Power, capable of 

binding them to the wizard’s will.  Those few 

wizards who learn these high arts often come to 

believe that they are the master of all supernatu-

ral beings and often succumb to the temptation 

to play them off one another to reach greater and 

greater heights of power.   Despite that, the po-

tential for acquiring supernatural patronage re-

mains ever-present for black magicians.  

 

Summoning is time consuming and costly. A 

summoner must track down rare and hard-to-

obtain material components - magic powders, 

directions for drawing blasphemous symbols, 

incenses to be burnt in jewel-encrusted braziers. 

 

The Potency of a Summoning Spell is based 

upon the capability of the being summoned.  

When the caster determines who or what is to be 

summoned, he adds up the  cost of the creature: 

+2 to the Potency for each +1 in Attributes and 

Backgrounds and +4 for each Gift (in other 

words, exactly double the cost of creating a 

Hero).  Any summoned being which lacks an 

Attribute (such as mindless or incorporeal be-

ings), costs +2 for each Attribute that does not 

exist. 

 

Sometimes, the goete may not wish to have a 

fully-fleshed out demon, but rather one created 

as per the Simplified Character rules.  In this 

case, double the cost of Attributes: +4 for each 

+1 in the Physical, Mental, and Social Spheres 

and +4 for any Sphere with a null rating (“—“).  

Backgrounds remain at +2 for each +1 and Gifts 

remain at +4 for each. 

 

See Appendix A: Monsters for some sample de-

mons. 

 

Once brought to the terrene reality, a demon 

may be set loose upon the world.  However, most 

Black Magicians prefer to craft a Pact with the 

demon, which specifies services to be performed.  

This involves a Simple Social Struggle against 

the demon.  Success indicates the Black Magi-

cian had concluded a Pact to his satisfaction and 

the demon will serve out his end of the bargain. 

 

The Potency of the Pacting Conflict is based 

upon the scope of the services requested by the 

goete plus the demon’s Cloak rating.  The wiz-

ard’s modifier is his Crown rating + relevant 

Background + Offering.  Offering represents the 

various things a wizard might give to a demon to 

obtain its services. 

 

  

Offering Modifier 

Use of demon’s proper name +4 
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Service amenable to demon +3 

Service neutral to demon 0 

Service distasteful to demon -3 

Offering pleasing to demon +2 

Offering neutral to demon 0 

Offering uninteresting to demon -2 

Each service beyond the first +2 

Each week of service +2 

 

 

The Dark Arts also allow the use of the Words of 

Power to Bind extra-terrene beings with whom 

the goate has no Pact.  Binding is more limited 

than Pacting however: the wizard is essentially 

limited to  temporarily preventing the demon’s 

actions so that it cannot act against him, exorciz-

ing the demon back to its own sphere, or order-

ing the demon to turn against its summoner.  

The above modifiers apply to Bindings as they 

do to Pacting. 

  

 

 

[Divination?] 

Elementalism 

Mysticism 

Sorcery 

[Theurgy (Shamanism, Spirit 

Magic)?] 

Witchcraft 
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THINGS MAN WAS NOT MEANT TO KNOW: 

HORROR 

 

 
 
 

Sword & Sorcery, as a genre, was created 

through a fusion of Adventure and Horror fic-

tion.  The world that most inhabitants of Sword 

& Sorcery know rests beside a fearsome, alien 

cosmos, whose occult truths and eerie populace 

can drive normal men mad.  Of course, S&S pro-

tagonists are generally made of sterner stuff; 

nevertheless, even they find their blood running 

cold when confronted by horrific monstrosities. 

 

Mechanically, this is represented by a rating 

called Horror.  Characters get involved in a Hor-

ror Conflict when confronting the weird, ultra-

terrene, and dreadful things they were not 

meant to know.  Typically, these things include 

monsters, certain eldritch grimoires, and scenes 

of depravity.  But more mundane experiences, 

such as fields of rotting corpses, may also gener-

ate horror.  

It is important to stress that S&S horror is not 

the blood-and-gore horror that has arisen in re-

cent decades.  It is an existential horror that 

works by suggestion and subtlety.  It is the hor-

ror of realizing the meaninglessness of human 

life in an amoral cosmos rather than the horror 

of being slashed up by some big monster. 

 

A Horror Conflict is initiated upon first encoun-

tering such things.  This Conflict is rolled be-

tween the Horror Rating vs. the viewer’s Tower 

Attribute (although the Seen It All Gift increases 

a character’s roll).  Typically, this is a Simple 

Conflict, although Full Conflicts might be held to 
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represent an actor’s dogged pursuit of an item in 

a mind-warping, alien landscape or the desper-

ate fight to continue reading a damned tome un-

til he finishes. 

 

Any success on the viewer’s part means that they 

are able to act normally.  Any failure imparts 

corresponding Mental Injuries.  The results of a 

complete loss of the Conflict depend upon the 

thing engendering Horror.  Most horrific things 

have a victory condition of making the loser run 

away gibbering or collapse sobbing.  However, 

some more eldritch horrors might drive the 

viewer mad. 

 

Violence 

The Sword & Sorcery world is a harsh and brutal 

one; people are far more used to scenes of casual 

violence.  Nevertheless, some acts of violence are 

so extreme as to give even the most seasoned 

veteran pause.  Entire villages pitted on stakes or 

subject to flesh-dissolving plague, that sort of 

thing. 

 

Generally, the Horror rating for violence ranges 

between 1 and 4. 

 

Monsters 

 

 

 

Whether sorcerous constructs, alien beings, or 

simply mistakes of birth, monsters are living 

aberrations.  The typical inhabitant of the Sword 

& Sorcery world will never see a monster and 

confrontation with one provokes horror.  In the 

literature, Monsters are either truly unique or 

functionally so, making only one appearance in a 

character’s saga.  The reaction upon seeing a 

Monster should be, “What the Devil is that?”, 

and not “Oh look; it’s an ogre.  They’re not so 

tough.” 

 

A monster’s Horror Rating is usually its Potency 

or highest Attribute.  Some few monsters are so 

particularly loathsome or mind-rendingly alien 

that they have a Horror Rating in excess of their 

actual abilities. 

 

See Appendix A for some sample Monsters. 

Grimoires 

 

 

 

  

There are certain writings that contain secrets 

that the mortal mind was never meant to com-

prehend.  Certain famous examples will, in later 

epochs, be known as Thanatonomicon and The 
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Drama of the Crimson King, but many more 

exist.  Some were penned by men driven mad by 

their knowledge; others by ultra-terrene beings 

with minds utterly unlike our own.   

 

Such books are often sought for the power that 

they are purported to give.  And, indeed, many 

give bonuses to the Magic Roll for certain Fields 

of Magic (most often the Dark Arts, although 

others are possible).  These books have a Horror 

Rating equal to the bonus they provide.  The 

Horror Conflict is, usually, a one-time affair that 

occurs upon the reader’s first experience of the 

grimoire.  However, some of these cursed writ-

ings are so powerful that a Horror Conflict oc-

curs every time that the book is consulted. 

 

Both the Spell Bonus and the Horror Rating for 

grimoires typically ranges from 2 to 6. 

Alien Realms 

Many realms touch upon the earth and certain 

magics allow movement from one to the other.  

Some of these worlds are much like our own, but 

others are decidedly alien.  Experiencing a di-

mension which is very different from the earthly 

one provokes a Horror Conflict.  As with gri-

moires, this is usually a one-time Conflict upon 

first encountering the ultra-terrene dimension, 

but some places are so disturbing that multiple 

Conflicts are in order. 

 

 
 

The more alien the realm, the higher the Horror 

Rating.  These ratings usually range from 3 to 

10. 

 

Example: 
Erak the Corsair has entered into a pact with 
the Drowned Magician.  In return for the Magi-
cian’s aid in destroying a cursed artifact that 
had plagued him, Erak must venture into the 
Marches of Tenebrity and retrieve the seedling 
of the Great Dark Oak.  The Marches are part of 
another realm to which the Drowned Magician 
provides transport.  A world of constantly shift-
ing shadows and darkest desires made visible, 
the Marches provoke a Horror Conflict. Move-
ment through the Marches is otherwise un-
eventful (as nothing tangible exists besides the 
Oak), so the GM decides that successfully reach-
ing the tree and picking up a seedling involves 
success in a Full Conflict against the realm’s 
Horror Rating of 3. 
 

Corruption 
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Corruption is a special type of Horror.  Certain 

foul things are tainted with Corruption.  Corrup-

tion doesn’t just make one run away or succumb 

to madness: corruption taints its victim.  One 

who loses a Corruption Conflict, gains a new At-

tribute called Corruption. 

 

  

[MORE]
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LEGACIES OF THE ELDER WORLD:                      

ARTIFACTS 

 
 
 
S&S literature is frequently set in a period fol-

lowing the collapse of some greater, more pow-

erful and terrible civilization.   The S&S world 

maybe seem filled with glory and wonder to 

modern eyes, but the inhabitants of the S&S 

world are aware of how far things have fallen 

(although “falling” can be good as well as bad).  

In SWORDS OF FORTUNE, the generic term “the 

Elder World” is used to describe that once-

mighty society. 

Artifacts of the Elder 

World 

 

The Mirror of Hasheol 

Despite its name, the Mirror is actually a round 

shield, made of some alien, silvery-white metal.  

Its surface is so clear as to seem a perfect mirror.  

It is not, however.  Looking into the surface, the 

observer soon realizes that he is staring into an-

other world. 
 

Magic is often a product of the Elder World and 

the magic which exists in the current setting but 

a shadow of those ancient sorceries.  This is par-

ticularly evident in the weird and powerful arti-

facts that survive from the Elder World.  Arti-

facts are rare, but frighteningly potent.   And 

because Fortune is a Wheel, and power has its 

price, they also always have a Catch. 

 

This other world is referred to as “Hasheol” in 

certain Elder documents.  It appears as an 

enormous, frigid cavern with stalactites and sta-

lagmites made of the same, weird metal as the 

shield itself.  Some few of those Elder writings 

describe the world in the shield as empty of life.   

 

More often, however, the horrified entries de-

scribe some frozen but still-moving being, that 
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appears to be trapped within the cavern or, per-

haps, within the surface of the Mirror itself. 

 

Catch:  

 

Silent Kiss 

 

Steadfast 

 

  

Vril-Stones 
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STORIES & SAGAS 
 
 
A series of stories with the same protagonist is a 

Saga. 

 

[DIFFERENCES FROM A “CAMPAIGN”] 

Clashes 
Conflict is central to Sword & Sorcery.  Not just 

physical conflict—although that is very impor-

tant—but conflicts of ideology, ethics, and civili-

zations.  A good S&S story should have some 

clashes at its heart.  Some appropriate clashes 

for gaming are: 

 

• Savagery vs. Civilization 

The classic situation set up by Howard, even 

if anthropologist do not use the term “sav-

age” anymore.  This is the struggle between 

illiterate, martial, tribalism against edu-

cated, legalistic, cosmopolitanism.  Is it bet-

ter to use the sword or the court to solve 

your disputes?  Better to have fierce warriors 

or disciplined soldiers fight your wars?  Bet-

ter to speak with brutal truthfulness or po-

lite discretion? 

 

Note that while Howard’s preferences seem 

pretty clearly on one side, he gives the  issue 

more balance than most of his imitators.  

Also, given the focus on outsiders, it may be 

that if the outsider is civilized and inhabiting 

a barbaric world, the conflict might shape up 

differently. 

 

• Fate vs. Free Will 

This is the struggle for self-determination in 

a cosmos where humans are insignificant 

and seen as the playthings—or the snacks—

for mighty gods and demons.  Can you mas-

ter your own future or will the Powers That 

Be move you like a pawn? 

 

• Self-interest vs. Honour 

S&S characters rarely save the world or even 

the kingdom.  They are more likely to burn 

down the kingdom and loot it.  But they do 

sometimes save the princess, even though it 

goes against their self-interest, because their 

honour demands it.  Honour, unlike ethics 

(below) is personal, and often the possession 

of a warrior. 

 

• The Individual vs. the Group 

One of the hall-marks of Sword & Sorcery is 

the powerful personality of the protagonist, 

which impresses itself upon a world that 

may not want to accept him.  These protago-

nists are often loners of one sort or another 

and just as often find themselves in charge 

of a group of less amazing beings. 
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• Ethics vs. Ethics 

The conflict of societies: whose ethics are 

correct?   To be meaningful, this clash can-

not be Black vs. White.  There must be some 

appeal or seeming validity to each side’s eth-

ics. 

 

• Meaning vs. Nihilism 

Recall the Conan-quote above.  Typically, 

the inhabitants of the S&S world believe in 

the reality of gods, but disbelieve in the gods’ 

benevolence or interest in humanity. 

Story Ideas 

Night of the Gods 

City of the Dead 

Across the Iron River 

The Liberation of Argosea 

 

Improvement 

Sword & Sorcery characters are not simple farm 

boys who embark on a journey of self-discovery 

and learn great powers and abilities.  They begin 

as giants with powers and abilities far beyond 

most men.  Indeed, with the notable exception of 

a certain barbarian, S&S characters begin their 

careers much as they end them.  There is no 

“leveling up”. 

 

However, if the group wants to include some 

kind of improvement mechanic in the game, it is 

suggested that the characters be allowed to do 

one of the following at the end of the each story: 

 

• Add a new Background at 0 

• Increase an existing Background by 1 

• Add a new Gift 

• Shuffle 1 Attribute point 

 

The group might also allow new Misfortunes to 

be added or exchanged. 

 

 

Sample Setting: 

The Age of Cain 
 

  

Know, o sage, that in those days between the 
Fall and the Flood, the Children of Cain built a 
great and mighty civilization.  With knowledge 
wrestled or tricked from the Elder Races, they 
spread themselves across the face of the Earth 
with sword and ship, castle and catapult.  While 
the Tribe of Seth lay waiting for the Day of 
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Reckoning, the People of Cain made themselves 
mighty. (Chronicle of the Wheel) 
 
There were giants in the earth in those days; 
and also after that, when the sons of God came 
in unto the daughters of men, and they bare 
children to them, the same became mighty men 
which were of old, men of renown.  (Genesis 
6:1-4) 
 
Before the rise of Man, the earth was home to a 
variety of unnatural things known collectively as 
the Elder Races.  Some of these beings were   
extra-terrene in origin, having descended to this 
sphere through the long, silent aeons of primeval 
earth.  Others seem to have been monstrous 
spawn of the world.  The history of the Elder 
World is largely lost to human sages, although 
fragments have been recovered.  What is sure is 
that the Elder Races possessed vast powers, be-
yond mortal comprehension and that, somehow, 
they vanished almost entirely.  The end of the 
Elder World remains an enigma, although ti is 
thought that the monstrous inhabitants de-
stroyed themselves in some global conflict.  Ref-
erences to the slaughter of “Leviathan” and other 
unnatural monsters is thought to allude to this 
event 
 
In the late dawn of Mankind, the Children of 
Cain ceased their wanderings and came out of 
the East to establish the first human civilization 
upon the earth.  They occupied the vacuum left 
by the destruction of the Elder Races.   This vac-
uum was not complete, however, as certain 
lonely survivors from the Elder World persisted 
into the new Age  and, through various means 
and for various reasons, the Tribes of Cain took 
possession of fragments of that ancient knowl-
edge.   This gave the Cainim extraordinary 
weapons which they turned to ward there fellow 
men and soon established a loose-knit collection 
of societies across the Fertile Crescent. 
 

  

The first city of Man was Khanohk the Great.  
Taught by the demons of the Elder World, the 
Cainim wrought an eldritch city of brass and 
marble, lording over the River Lands. 
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Appendix A:                                                       

Monsters 
 

 

 

The Ghouls of the Bone Lands 

 
Physical: 2 
Mental: -2 
Social: -4 
 
Horror: 4 
 
Gift: Putrescent Smell (doubles Horror rating) 
 

The Bone Lands are a site of a vast battle that 

occurred long ago.  The once-grassy plain was 

turned, in a year or an instant, into a vast sea of 

death, shadowed for miles around by the flight 

of carrion birds which eclipsed the sun. 

 

The Bone Lands are a wasteland, so filled with 

the ancient remains of the great battle that the 

earth beneath is entirely obscured.  For all prac-

tical purposes, the ground of the Bone Lands is 

bone, human and animal.  Virtually every other 

substance has either rotted away over the centu-

ries or been looted, yet the faint odour of decay 

somehow remains. There is no vegetation and, 

since the carrion disappeared, no natural animal 

life either.  The only exception are the Ghoul 

Clans. 

 

The Ghouls are an unpleasant lot, largely com-

posed of the descendants of those who came cen-

turies ago to loot, supplemented by the occa-

sional desperate misfit with nowhere else to go.  

They are suspicious, in-bred, ravenous, and can-

nibalistic.  By and large, the Ghouls survive upon 

the remains of the ancient armies, gnawing the 

bones and gaining sustenance in some unholy 

manner.  They are unnaturally vital.  However, 

they crave fresh meat and bones and are a con-

stant threat to treasure-seekers.  Due to their 

diet and the eldritch changes wrought upon the 

physiognomy, they are surrounded by the pu-

trescent scent of rotting flesh and decay, strong 

enough to make most men run away. 

 
Ka’ar, the River God 
 
Physical: 9 
Mental: 0 
Social: - 
 
Horror: 9 
 
All of the residents of the River Country know 

and fear Ka’ar, God of the River, Lord of the 

Gates of Death.  Mothers frighten their children 

with and enemies curse each other upon his 

name.  There are no physical representations of 

him, but it is said that the crocodiles, the great 

dragons of the river, are his children and ser-

vants. 
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In fact, Ka’ar himself is a crocodile, but surely 

the most ancient such beast upon the earth.  He 

is at least several centuries old and has never 

stopped growing in all that time.  He is some 20 

feet long, with another 15 feet of tail.   

 

Ka’ar resides in his Holy of Holies, a sunken 

tower ruin deep into the heart of the River Coun-

try.  He is attended by the secret and hereditary 

Red Priests of Ka’ar and is regularly offered sac-

rifices of flesh and blood for his blessing.  Ka’ar 

is unusually intelligent for his kind and has 

taken full advantage of human worship. 

 
Sarkoon Warrior 
 
Sword: 3 Shield: 1 
Tome:  Tower: 
Crown:  Cloak: 
 
Backgrounds: Warrior 5 

Gifts: Steely Thews 
 
Horror: 3 
 
The Sarkoon are discussed in A Hero is Born, 

p13.  This represents a typical warrior of the 

Horde.  Sarkoon typically use Medium or Heavy 

weapons and no armour. 

 

Sarkoon are fearsome antagonists and fully ca-

pable of being run as individual actors.  How-

ever, if the Horde is being run as a Goon Squad, 

each warrior adds +3 to the Squad’s Potency. 

 
Sea Devils (Fish Men, the Firstborn) 
 
Physical: 3 
Mental: 4 
Social: 2 
 
Backgrounds: Alchemist 4, Wizard 3 
Gifts: Amphibious, Claws 
 
Horror: 4 
 
One of the foulest of the Elder Races, the Sea 

Devils ruled vast swatches of the world in those 

primeval days when warm, shallow seas covered 

much of the world’s surface.   The ruins of their  

eerie, alien cities of convoluted black rock dot 

the coastal lands of the world where they were 

left marooned after the waters receded. 

 

  

These beings call themselves the Firstborn and 

consider Mankind a verminous pest that stole 

their world from them.  They are humanoid be-

ings standing approximately seven feet tall, with 

large, lambent eyes, puckered mouths, and slimy 

skin which shades from dark greens and blues  

to grey and pearly.  Their faces resemble that of 

a fish crossed with a frog with great, gaping 
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mouths while their long arms boast webbed fin-

gers with black talons. 

 

The majority of the race was wiped out long ago.  

But some few of the Sea Devils remain secreted 

about the world.  Many have degenerated to 

nearly mindless beasts who recall only their ha-

tred for humanity, but others retain their higher 

facilities (the Attributes above reflect these more 

evolved types. Bestial Devils have -2 Mental and 

Social and no Backgrounds).   

 

The Sea Devils were infamous Alchemists, spe-

cializing in the creation of horrific aberrations in 

their breeding vats.  They were also practitioners 

of the Dark Arts who regularly consorted with 

demonic beings from beyond our reality.  By the 

fall of their Empire, they had come to see them-

selves as gods.  The closest concept they had to a 

religion was the emulation of a being known as 

“Leviathan”.  Whatever Leviathan was is un-

known, but his followers believed in the 

achievement of immortality by merging their 

consciousness into his, creating a Leviathan-

mind.  There are reports that some insane or 

depraved humans have resurrected the Levia-

than Cult. 

 

Occasionally, a last outpost of Sea Devils will set 

themselves up a gods to coastal town, demand-

ing sacrifices of tools and human beings.  More 

bestial Devils simply raid these town and con-

sume the inhabitants. 
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Appendix B:                                                       

Bibliography 
 

 

Literature 
What follows is a list of those Sword & Sorcery 

writings which I find most important and/or 

influential upon my writing. 

 

Howard, Robert E.   

The stories of Kull of Atlantis created the genre 

and those of Solomon Kane the Puritan adven-

turer achieved a height of complex characteriza-

tion.  However, the stories of Conan the Cimme-

rian, which have appeared in many versions and 

editions over the years are the yardstick for all 

S&S fiction.  Note that a number of other 

authours have contributed to the Conan Saga; I 

suggest that all readers ignore them. 

 

Lieber, Fritz 

The stories of Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser. 

 

Moorcock, Michael 

The stories of Elric of Melniboné are Moorcock’s 

most famous and influential creations.  The six 

Corum novels  are of equal weight and wonder, 

while The War Hound and the World’s Pain is 

Moorcock’s best, stand-alone novel.  Of lesser 

importance, but still worth reading are the nov-

els of Hawkmoon and Erekosë. 

 

Smith, Clark Ashton 

The stories set in Zothjique, Poseidonis, and Hy-

perboria. 
 

Vance, Jack 

The novel The Dying Earth is a wonderful, 

unique novel that almost defies categorization, 

but can be meaningfully read as Sword & Sor-

cery, as can the lesser, non-sequel, The Eyes of 

the Overworld.  The other works set within the 

Dying Earth setting are not so much S&S as 

farce. 

 

Wagner, Karl E. 

The various novels and stories of Kane the Killer. 

Games 
Atlantis Trilogy 

Barbarians of Lemuria 

Heroquest 

Sorcerer & Sword 

  

Wushu 
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